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“As a two time breast cancer survivor,
I cannot stress enough the importance
of getting a mammogram every year.”
–Bobbi
To hear Bobbi’s story, visit
jupiterbreastcare.com.

Did You Know That The Older You Get, The Greater
Your Chances Of Developing Breast Cancer?
Over 260,000 women will be diagnosed with breast cancer in 2012. Seventy-ﬁve percent of those women will be over the age
of 50 and a 70 year old woman is twice as likely to develop breast cancer as a 50 year old.
The best weapon we have against breast cancer is early detection. Medicare covers a breast cancer screening mammogram
every 12 months. You do not need a physician’s prescription to schedule your exam. Schedule your mammogram today at the
Margaret W. Niedland Breast Center by calling 561-263-4414.

New State-Of-The-Art Diagnostics
* Tomosynthesis 3D Breast Imaging - the only hospital-based

Tomosynthesis facility in Palm Beach & Martin counties
* Digital Full Field Screening & Diagnostic Mammography
* Positron Emission Mammography (PEM)
* R2TM Image Checker
* Ultrasound Breast Imaging with Elastography

®

* Wide Bore Breast MRI
* Bone Density DEXA System
* Minimally Invasive Biopsies including Upright

Stereotactic

* Risk Assessment
* Cancer Genetic Screening & Counseling

Comprehensive Breast Care
To schedule an appointment, please call 561-263-4414. Select Saturday and evening hours available.
Spa Nights each Wednesday from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

MARGARET W. NIEDLAND BREAST CENTER
1025 Military Trail, Suite 200, Jupiter, FL 33458
(formerly Women’s Diagnostics)
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Excellent Education in a Christian Environment

x

Low Teacher/Student Ratio

x

Teaching each child at their academic ability

x

Fine Arts Programs (Band, Computer, Art, P.E.)

x

Intellectual & Emotional Safety

x

Weekly Chapel

x

Extended Care until 5:30

x

After-school Enrichment and Sports Programs

x

New State of the Art Facility
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Springing Forward to a New Perspective
When I sat down to write this article, I could not stop smiling. I think the Junior League of the Palm Beaches has had
a very successful past few months. We are all learning, developing as leaders,
building relationships, making a true impact in our community and planning
for the amazing future of the JLPB. As I reflected on all of our accomplishments,
for some reason the smile quickly faded from my face as I began to think of
how much more should have been accomplished – more leadership training,
more team building, more fundraising and most importantly, more ways we
could have made a difference in the lives of our starfish. My perspective or lack
thereof was beginning to really trouble me and I could not figure out why I
was not focusing on all that we have accomplished.
Last year, I received a day-at-a-glance calendar from a co-worker. As you are
most likely aware, each of these calendars has a theme…my calendar was 365
Reasons to Be Happy. Each calendar page was in the shape of a cute, little sun
and written on every page were numerous reasons or reminders to be happy.
Simple things that many of us so often take for granted or don’t take the time
out of our busy schedules to notice and appreciate. I am thankful for this gift,
which helped me keep track of so much more than just the days of the year. In
order to restore and refresh my outlook, all I needed to do was look up and see,
truly see, this simple, little calendar on my desk. Below are some of the most
valuable things that I would like to share with you which helped me regain my
perspective:
t " TJODFSF UIBOL ZPV t %FUFSNJOBUJPO t " CSJHIU GVUVSF t #FJOH UIBOLFE t 4FOUJNFOUBM WBMVF t )FMQJOH TPNFPOF
TVDDFFEt8PSLJOHBTBUFBNt5SFBUJOHZPVSTFMGt%POBUJOHDMPUIFTUPDIBSJUZt3FBDIJOHBHPBMt(JWJOHTPNFPOFIPQF
t'JSFTJEFDPOWFSTBUJPOTt.VDIOFFEFERVJFUUJNFtćFHPPEGPSUVOFPGPUIFSTt4FDPOEDIBODFTt1PMJUJDBMJOUFHSJUZ
t#VSZJOHBOPMEHSVEHFt"TNPPUIUSBOTJUJPOt4UPSJFTPGJODSFEJCMFDPVSBHFt,OPXJOHXIBUZPVXBOUt8SJUJOH
EPXOZPVSCMFTTJOHTt4BWJOHNPOFZt3FBMJ[JOHUIBUZPVSFOPUMPTUt)FBSJOHTPNFTBZiZPVSFXFMDPNFwt#FJOHJO
HPPEDPNQBOZt$IJWBMSZt&NBJMJOHBMPOHMPTUGSJFOEt0WFSDPNJOHBGFBSt)POFTUDPNNVOJDBUJPOt1FPQMFZPV
OFWFSGPSHFUt-JUFSBDZtćFIFBMJOHQPXFSPGMPWFt#FJOHIFBSEt'FFMJOHSFOFXFEBOESFGSFTIFEt$IJMESFOTMBVHIUFS
t"DDFQUJOHZPVSNJTUBLFTtćJOLJOHPGPUIFSTt5BLJOHJOJUJBUJWFt$SFBUJOHBNJSBDMFGPSTPNFPOFFMTFt&OEPSQIJOT
t)FMQXIFOZPVOFFEJUt4PVMTBUJTGZJOHUBMLTt1BSEPOJOHFSSPSTt1FSTFWFSBODFt4FMGDPOĕEFODFt5BLJOHDIBODFTt
"EWJDFUIBUDIBOHFTZPVSMJGFt-BVHIJOHPČUIFTNBMMTUVČt5SVMZSFBMJ[JOHUIBUMJGFJTHMPSJPVTt
It is truly amazing how the impact of our actions, our words, and our perspective affect us and others. I believe we can
USVMZĕOEIBQQJOFTTJOUIFiMJUUMFUIJOHTw(PJOHGPSXBSE BQFSTPOBMHPBMJTUPLFFQNZQFSTQFDUJWF HFUCBDLUPGPDVTJOH
on all of our accomplishments as well as the amazing things life has to offer. A dear friend recently shared a short video
with me and I encourage everyone to watch it. It is shorter than two minutes and it really drives home the point of this
BSUJDMFćFSFJTOPEPVCUJONZNJOEUIBUUIFXPNBOJOUIFWJEFPJTBNFNCFSPGUIF+VOJPS-FBHVF5PBDDFTTUIJT
WJEFP QMFBTFHPUPXXXZPVUVCFDPNBOETFBSDIićF1PXFSPG8PSETw
It is hard for a lot of people to be content with what they have, content with who they are, or even content to be alive.
Each day we are given is a gift. I strongly urge each of us to share the importance of keeping things in perspective with
the starfish in our lives and community. A simple calendar and short video offered me a great, yet humble reminder of
all the reasons we are so fortunate and truly blessed. Life is truly what you make of it.
Please remember…you make a difference every day.

Ann Marie Pilling
Ann Marie Pilling

www.jlpb.org
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

Hello Spring
4QSJOHJTIFSF0OFPGNZGBWPSJUFUJNFTPGUIFZFBS JUIPMETCSJHIU
blooms and thoughts of an organized home. I also like to look back
on what goals I set for myself at the New Year, and recommit to them
and what I hoped to accomplish.
ćPVHI*NBZOFFEBMJUUMFOVEHFCBDLJOUPHFBS UIFDPNNJUNFOUTPG
UIF+VOJPS-FBHVFOFWFSXBJWFS OPNBUUFSUIFTFBTPO0VSNFNCFST
are always sharing of themselves and it's their tireless giving that
NBLFTPVSDPNNVOJUZCFUUFS(JWJOHUIFHJęPGIPQFUPUIFHJSMTPG
Nelle Smith is no small task and our members strive to show their
support and provide much needed opportunities for learning and
GVO'JOEPVUNPSFPOQBHF'PTTJMTBOE5VSUMFTBOE(FNTCPLT PI
NZćF6%JTDPWFSDPNNJUUFFIBTDFSUBJOMZCFFOCVTZ'PTUFSJOH
LOPXMFEHFUPPWFSHJSMTBOECPZTJOPVSDPNNVOJUZ DIFDLPVU
UIFJSEJTDPWFSJFTPOQBHF"OEHPCBDLJOUJNFUPUIFCFHJOOJOHTPG
League giving and how the continued needs of our own community
TIBQFVTBTMFBEFSTPOQBHF
Besides the dedication of our community projects, the Junior League of the Palm Beaches has
BEEJUJPOBMSFBTPOTUPDFMFCSBUF"MPOHTUBOEJOHGVOESBJTFSGPSUIF-FBHVF UIFBOOVBM$PUJMMJPO
1SFTFOUBUJPOBOE%JOOFS%BODFNBSLFEJUTSEZFBS'JOENPSFBCPVUUIJTTPDJBMFWFOUXJUI
BTPDJBMDPOTDJFODFPOQBHF"OEXIPDPVMEGPSHFUPVSXJMEMZTVDDFTTGVM8PSUI5BTUJOHPO
Worth Avenue that had everyone smiling and savoring. See more highlights of the event on page
35.
All of these causes could not be made possible without you, our members. In turn, the much
OFFEFEJODSFBTFJONFNCFSTIJQEVFTJTTIFEJOJUTQSPQFSMJHIUPOQBHF&BDIPGVTHJWFTBOE
volunteers in our own way but it's the hope of continued success of our League that we all share.
Proof is in the pudding as they say and this issue proves we can be proud of all that has been
accomplished, while inspiring us all to push forward with more vigor.
I know I certainly will.

Karen Carley White
,BSFO$BSMFZ8IJUF

www.jlpb.org
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DOUBLE “BENNY”
AND “GREEN TO GOLD”
AWARDS FOR
SOUTHEASTERN
IN 2011!
Southeastern Printing
The Best Value in the Industry
seprint.com

800.226.8221

Award-Winning Digital and Commercial Printing, Integrated
Marketing Products and Services, Mailing & Inventory Management,
Wide Format and Fine Art Reproduction

Winner of the SFMA “Manufacturer of the Year”
and 2011 PIA Double “Benny” Awards and the
2011 Governor’s “Green to Gold” Award

LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

Seeds That Bloom
Every year when spring rolls around, I get excited about the nice weather,
MPOHFSEBZT UIBOLTUP%BZMJHIU4BWJOHT5JNF BOEUIFMJHIUBUUIFFOEPG
the tunnel for the kid’s school year. I usually find myself and my house
pretty cluttered after the holidays and seem to live that way the rest of
the winter months. It must be my form of hibernating. However, once
.BSDISPMMTBSPVOE *HFUSFBEZUPEPiTQSJOHDMFBOJOHw*UJTNZZFBSMZ
ritual. I can’t say that I love doing the cleaning but once it is finished, I
feel much better and have a real sense of accomplishment.
Springtime is also a special time for the Junior League of the Palm
Beaches. I get a renewed sense of pride and excitement about the
+-1# JO UIF TQSJOH ćF DPNNVOJUZ QSPKFDUT BSF JO GVMM TXJOH BOE
UIFTVDDFTTTUPSJFTBSFXPOEFSGVMUPIFBSćJTZFBS *BUUFOEFE8PSUI
5BTUJOHPO8PSUI"WFBOECSPVHIUNZGSJFOETBOEXFIBEBCMBTUćF
)POEB $MBTTJD XBT NPSF GVO UIJT ZFBS CFDBVTF * IBE CPVHIU #JSEJFT
GPS $IJMESFO UJDLFUT BOE QPTTJCMZ DPVME XJO B DBS "OPUIFS UIJOH UIBU
NBLFTUIJTUJNFPGZFBSTQFDJBMGPSUIF+-1#JTPVSZFBSMZSJUVBMTćF
OPNJOBUJOHDPNNJUUFFBOOPVODFTOFYUZFBSTFYFDVUJWFTMBUF$PNNVOJUZ3FTFBSDI 'VOE
%FWFMPQNFOUBOEUIF5SFBTVSFSQSFTFOUUIFJSJEFBTBOECVEHFUGPSUIFGPMMPXJOHZFBSćJTJT
a time for every member of the Junior League to really examine what is proposed and make
suggestions, ask questions and learn about what is in store for the next League year.
I think back to when I first joined the League six years ago. I can’t say that I paid much
attention to any of these presentations and I hate to admit that when it came to voting, I
asked my friend who had been in the League much longer how I should vote. Shame on me!
I have become much more involved over the past few years and I have come to learn that
the decisions we as a League make in the spring have a huge impact on what we as a League
do the next fall. I know it is cliché but the decisions and votes cast in the spring are the seeds
that in time will bloom into the community projects, fundraisers and programs that benefit
TPNBOZUISPVHIPVU1BMN#FBDI$PVOUZ

Ann Lee Gray

"OO-FF(SBZ 
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OUR SPRING CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
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BETH STEVENS - contributing writer for
THE VALUE OF JUNIOR LEAGUE MEMBERSHIP
beginning on page 46 describing why our dues
)">>  )$^]]`  }>>#$ _ !"; >$_ 
looking forward to Spring Gardening. "We have a
pineapple that is getting bigger each day. And I can't
wait for the Royal Poinciana and Jacaranda trees
to bloom!"

LARA CHAPMAN - contributing writer for
the A PROVISIONAL POINT OF VIEW on page
18 detailing the journey and joys of being a new
member. No Spring is complete without a little
>!>)#))]>;$_#\>`>"]QQ
newborn in tow, I forsee plenty of Spring Cleaning
in my future!"

CHRISTINE WALTER - contributing writer
for WORTH TASTING ON WORTH AVENUE
beginning on page 35 highlighting this years
fantastically successful event. "Just the thought
of Spring makes me smile. I love what Spring has
$ ==>" Z$_ ]] $_> }>^$=^] {Z>" Q >Z
plantings everywhere, especially bulbs coming to
]=>;#Q$\>"`)][;$]"^Q$
what's new in landscapes while driving around."

SHANNA STARK - contributing writer for
WHO IS NELLE SMITH? beginning on page 14,
written along with COLLEEN NALVEN and
ASHLEY STAFFORD. "Spring Cleaning! During
this time of year, I take some time to go through my
closet and donate anything I either haven't worn or
don't think I can use. I also look forward to some
time in the sun...returning back to the pool or the
beach and getting back on the boat!"

UNDERCURRENTS

OUR SPRING CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

TAWNEY SCHWARTZ - contributing writer
for LADIES WHO BRUNCH beginning on page
30. Our new Transfers get a taste of the Junior
>;^>$}"^)_#]]>QZ$_$$`">)!>="[
our delicious League Cookbooks. "I love starting
another year fresh, meanwhile help others by
donating the items I no longer have use for, need,
or even remember why I bought them."

BECKY HACHENBURG - contributing writer
for THE JOY OF DISCOVERY beginning on page
26. Written along with SARAH BRUTSCHY
and ASHLEY SCHUTZ, the article describes
the great contributions of our 4U2 Discovery
committee. "Spring cleaning in theory makes me
smile; cleaning the house of junk and clutter and
returning to a zen place. However, it always seems
to be more of an idea then a reality!"

ELIZABETH RAHM - contributing writer for
JLPB 53rd ANNUAL COTILLION. The success
continues on page 21 with highlights and images
from the event. A little of both, "Spring is the best
time to take inventory so we can bloom as well!"

SUE GIBSON - contributing writer for WHAT
IS THE JUNIOR LEAGUE? on page 54. "Despite
my best intentions to conduct a thorough annual
Spring-cleaning, which never seems to pan out
completely, I look most forward to Spring Planting!
My birthday is in Mid-March, and that's just the
$[>="!";{Z>"Q$">>$$"$}][;
bright in my hometown of Houston, Texas. I've
come to know a complete new set of plants and
{Z>")>[\>Q$$"!)]^$_]"Q}^$
it's lovely when the fear of a chill passes and you
can start making plans for lush, tropical gardening!"

www.jlpb.org
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WHO IS

NELLE
SMITH
BY COLLEEN NALVEN, ASHLEY STAFFORD,
AND SHANNA STARK

5

IF /FMMF 4NJUI 3FTJEFODF GPS (JSMT XBT
FTUBCMJTIFE JO  BOE XBT OBNFE BęFS
a wonderful woman, Nelle Smith, who worked
tirelessly on behalf of young girls that were
the victims of physical abuse, sexual abuse
BOE BCBOEPONFOU *O  UIF ĕSTU IPVTF XBT
QVSDIBTFECZUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOćFIPVTFIBETJY
bedrooms, four bathrooms and two kitchens and
was designed to accommodate twelve girls from
BHFTUPZFBSTPME
*O ćF$IJMESFOT)PNF4PDJFUZ $)4 
PG'MPSJEBXBTBTLFEUPTUFQJOBOEUBLFPWFSUIF
fiscal responsibility of maintaining the home and
QSPWJEJOH IPVS TVQFSWJTJPO GPS UIF HJSMT "T
XJUINPTUOPOQSPĕUPSHBOJ[BUJPOT $)4BOEUIF
Nelle Smith girls are dependent on the generous
donations of people who understand the need for
the community to support its children and help
provide them with a safe and loving environment.
ćF(JSMTBU/FMMF4NJUIIBWFIBEMJUUMFUPTBZ
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about where and how they ended up living in a
group home environment. But every child desires
and deserves to have a safe and loving childhood
and a house that not only provides shelter and
safety but that they can be proud to call home.
ćF/FMMF4NJUI3FTJEFODFJTBCPVUHJWJOHUIFN
DIPJDFT BOE PQQPSUVOJUJFT $)4 BOE ćF +VOJPS
League of the Palm Beaches want the girls to know
and understand that they are part of a community
of women and to truly believe that if a woman sets
a goal for herself and works diligently towards her
goal that she can and will become a success. Life is
a journey that in some cases seem to be all uphill
until someone lends a hand to help you to the top.
$PMMFFO /BMWFO BOE 4IBOOB 4UBSL BSF ćF
Junior League of the Palm Beaches Nelle Smith
$P$IBJSTXPSLJOHUJSFMFTTMZUPFOTVSFUIF/FMMF
4NJUI QSPHSBN JT B TVDDFTT 6OEFSDVSSFOUT
committee member, Ashley Stafford interviews
$PMMFFOBOE4IBOOBUPĕOEPVUNPSFBCPVUUIJT

JNQPSUBOU DBVTF BOE IPX ćF +VOJPS -FBHVF PG
Palm Beaches helps to make a difference.
"TIMFZ 4UBČPSE "4  $BO ZPV UFMM VT B CJU BCPVU
yourself, how long you have been in the league, and
other committees you have been on?
4IBOOB4UBSL 44 *IBWFCFFOJOUIFMFBHVFTJODF
BOEXBTBUSBOTGFSGSPNUIF+VOJPS-FBHVFPG
#PDB3BUPOJO*IBWFCFFOBNFNCFSPGUIF
("1 $PNNJUUFF BOE $P$IBJS GPS /FMMF 4NJUI
/4 UIFQBTUUXPZFBST
$PMMFFO/BMWFO $/ ćJTQBTU4FQUFNCFS*SFDFJWFE
my 5 years of service pin from the JLPB. I love being
part of such a significant organization. In joining my
main goal was to give back to the community hands
on. Every year I have been part of a community
projects committee. It is so rewarded and the best
feeling to leave an event after volunteering, and even
more so after finishing an event that I created from
conception.

"I love what Nelle
Smith stands for
and the opportunity
to be a mentor
to young women
during a crucial
part of their life
and development."
AS: When deciding what committee to chair, what
drew you to NS?
SS: I have always had a passion for volunteering,
specifically with children. I love what NS stands for
and the opportunity to be a mentor to young women
during a crucial part of their life and development.
$/ .Z ĕSTU JOUFSBDUJPO XJUI UIF /4 HJSMT XBT BT
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B DPNNJUUFF NFNCFS %VSJOH UIF DPVSTF PG UIF
year the co-chair at the time approached me about
chairing the committee the following year. I jumped
at the leadership opportunity. Being with the NS
residents gives me an opportunity to see Palm
Beach as a teenager again. Not growing up here I
find being on the committee a great opportunity to
EPUIJOHTMJLFHPUP#PPNFST UIF%JWB%VDLUPVS 
go to the roller rink or the Butterfly world; all while
being a positive role model for the girls.
AS: How does the Junior League committee help
NS?
44$/ćF+VOJPS-FBHVF/4$PNNJUUFFQSPWJEFT
programming and hands-on interaction with the
residents. With the recent addition of cooking
nights, tutoring nights, and game nights JL members
meet with the NS residents at least four times a
month. Monthly life skill seminars for the girls and
field trips have been a focus of the committee for
many years.
ćF-JGF4LJMMTFWFOUTGPDVTPOTFMGDPOĕEFODF TUSFTT
management, relaxation, communication skills,
etiquette, hygiene and other topics necessary for the
HJSMTh EFWFMPQNFOU 0VS GVO FWFOUT IBWF JODMVEFE
QBTU FWFOUT TVDI BT %PMQIJOT  1BOUIFST   )FBU
games, roller skating, being an artist at Artist for a
%BZ BOE QPUUFSZ QBJOUJOH BU 4JQT JO 4UPLFT  TQSJOH
USBJOJOHCBTFCBMMBU3PHFS%FBO USJQTUPUIF+VQJUFS
-JHIUIPVTF HPJOHUPTIPXTBUUIF,SBWJT$FOUFSBOE
.BMU[ćFBUFS BOECPYJOHDMBTTFT
ćF $PNNJUUFF JT BMTP BCMF UP QSPWJEF GVOEJOH UP
MPDBMFWFOUTMJLF4VOGFTUBOEUIF4PVUI'MPSJEB'BJS
that otherwise they would not be able to attend
CFDBVTF PG UIF MBDL PG GVOEJOH CZ UIF $IJMESFOT
Home Society.
"4:PVBSFWFSZJOWPMWFEJOUIFHJSMTMJWFT$BOZPV
give us a personal example of how you have seen JL
IFMQBOJOEJWJEVBM T
44$/ 8F UBSHFU UIF HJSMT BT B HSPVQ "MM PG UIF
Nelle Smith residents personally amaze me. Every

QUALITY AWARD WINNING DESIGN

With the recent
addition of
cooking nights,
tutoring nights,
and game nights
Junior League
members meet
with the Nelle
Smith residents
at least four
times a month

R E S I DE N T I A L | C O M M E R C I A L | H OSP ITAL ITY

K AY W E L L I N T E R I O R S
Margaret Kaywell, ASID | PO Box 411, Palm Beach, FL 33480 | 561.632.0405
margaret@kaywellinteriors.com | www.kaywellinteriors.com

ZFBS JO FBSMZ %FDFNCFS XF UBLF UIF HJSMT UP
UIF8FMMJOHUPO.BMMPOB$ISJTUNBTTIPQQJOH
trip. My first expectation with the girls was
that they would use the gift cards to buy
themselves new clothes or gadgets. Each
year I am more and more impressed with the
stories that come back from the event.
0OF HJSM CPVHIU FWFSZPOF JO IFS GBNJMZ B
gift and bought nothing for herself. Another
bought a gift secretly for her best friend, a
GFMMPX/4SFTJEFOU UPHJWFIFSPO$ISJTUNBT
NPSOJOH'PSHJSMTUIBUIBWFOPUIJOHUIFZIBWF
such generous and well-grounded hearts.
AS: Wow. How can other JL members get
involved in such an amazing project?
44$/ 4JHO VQ GPS PVS DPPLJOH /JHIUT 
tutoring nights or we offer opportunities
throughout the year for JL members to attend
some of our life skills seminars or field trips.
And we welcome speakers wishing to share
knowledge during Life Skill Seminars with
the girls. More information about support
and volunteer opportunities can also be found
online www.jlpb.com.

www.jlpb.org
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PROVISIONAL
POI OF
VI
BY LARA CHAPMAN

I

f you are a career woman, stay-at-home mom,
DPMMFHF TUVEFOU  PS GBTIJPOBCMF 4PVUI 'MPSJEB
socialite, may I remind you that there is more to
1BMN #FBDI $PVOUZ UIBO CSFBUIUBLJOH CFBDIFT 
fabulous shopping and world famous attractions.
Although sun and surf are both notable assets to
PVSSFHJPO 1BMN#FBDI$PVOUZJTBMTPIPNFUPB
vibrant community of women known as the Junior
League of the Palm Beaches.
I had heard about the Junior League a few
years back from my mother-in-law. She spoke
affectionately of the opportunities and friendships
she acquired through her many years with the
organization. Admittedly, I was intrigued while
at the same time doubtful. In theory, the idea of
joining the Junior League appealed to me but
getting sponsored and finding time to attend
events was something else entirely. Perhaps I was
merely procrastinating the inevitable. Because this
past summer, with the help of my sponsor Megan
'PHH *TUBSUFENZQSPWJTJPOBMZFBSXJUIUIF+VOJPS
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League of the Palm Beaches.
#FHJOOJOHPOB5VFTEBZFWFOJOHJOFBSMZ4FQUFNCFS 
my journey with the Junior League began. It was
the night of our very first provisional meeting at the
Junior League Headquarters. As I shuffled through
the lobby among women from all walks of life, a
loud hum of conversation filled the air. It was in
fact a little intimidating. Just behind me, another
provisional with a friendly smile introduced herself.
i)J wTIFTBJEi.ZOBNFJT/JDPMFw8FUIFOGPVOE
ourselves chatting about our lives and our interest
in the Junior League. And I must confess: it was
nice to make a friend so quickly in a room full of
strangers.
"OE TP JU XFOU 0O FWFSZ ĕSTU 5VFTEBZ PG UIF
NPOUI PVS QSPWJTJPOBM DMBTT PG PWFS  XPNFO
got together for a little food, a little wine and a
MJUUMF EJTDVTTJPO 5PQJDT SBOHFE GSPN DPNNJUUFF
placement and socials to leadership classes and
Junior League requirements. But sitting in a room
POMZ HPFT TP GBS ćF SFBM TVCTUBODF PG UIF +VOJPS
League of the Palm Beaches is out in the field,
volunteering in the community.
5XP FWFOUT * WPMVOUFFSFE GPS UIBU DPNF UP
NJOE CPUIGPSWFSZEJČFSFOUSFBTPOT BSF.PVOUT
#PUBOJDBM 'BMM 'FTUJWBM BOE ("1 ćF EBZ BU
Mounts proved to be an interesting, albeit comical
experience. After signing in I was told that face
painting would be my job. I asked if there were
TUFODJMTXFDPVMEVTFi/PQF wTBJE,BSFO4UBJST B
DIBJS PO UIF QSPWJTJPOBM DPNNJUUFF i+VTU EP UIF
CFTUZPVDBOw"OEUIBU *DBOIPOFTUMZTBZ JTXIBU*
did. As each fresh-faced child sat down on the chair
beside me eagerly awaiting a beautiful flower or
perhaps an action hero to be painted on their face,
I put aside all personal doubt regarding my artistic
ability and got to work. But no matter how hard I
tried, there was always something a little ‘off ’ about
NZBSUćBUTPLBZ*TPPOMFBSOFEUIBUMPUTPGHMJUUFS

what ki of
impact, if any, does
a handl of women
from the Junior
Lgue acally
have on these girls?
Maybe none. B the
rnest smiles and
shimmer of hope in
the faces arou me
indicated otherwise.
can fix almost any botched paint job. And the kids
were fantastic and grateful which of course eased
my anxiety and made my day.
("1 BTNPTU+VOJPS-FBHVFNFNCFSTLOPX UVSOFE
out to be an exceptionally uplifting experience. I got
the opportunity to attend a special Halloween party
GPSUIFTFWFOPSTPHJSMTJOUIFGBDJMJUZ$POGSPOUFE
with the fact that I was essentially in jail, I was
surprised with how quickly this thought dissipated
as the institutional-looking cafeteria transformed
into a fabulous party with food, music, dancing,
and crafts — even a few of the guards were shaking
their hips to the music. It was, after all, just a bunch
of girls being girls. Yet in the midst of all the fun an
undercurrent of thoughtfulness infused the room.
Many of these girls had been in and out of Juvenile
%FUFOUJPONPSFUIBOPODFćFJSGVUVSFT BMUIPVHI
salvageable, remained uncertain. And what kind of
impact, if any, does a handful of women from the
Junior League actually have on these girls? Maybe
none. But the earnest smiles and shimmer of hope
in the faces around me indicated otherwise.
"OE ZFT JUJTUSVF1BMN#FBDI$PVOUZJTIPNF
to amazing shopping and stunning shorelines. But
TJODFKPJOJOHćF-FBHVFKVTUTFWFONPOUITBHP *
am far more impressed with the dedicated women
JOUIF+VOJPS-FBHVFPGUIF1BMN#FBDIFTćFZBSF
the ones making real waves in our community and
beyond.

www.jlpb.org
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Cotillion
BY ELIZABETH RAHM

$

IBJSXPNFO&MJ[BCFUI3BINBOE%PSJT-BHPBOE
committee members Bethany Bremer, Jennifer
#SPXO  .JDIFMMF (BSEOFS  ,BUIMFFO *DBCBMDFUB BOE
"CCZ-FFIPTUFEPWFSHVFTUTPO'SJEBZ 'FCSVBSZ
 GPS+VOJPS-FBHVFPGUIF1BMN#FBDIFTSE
1SFTFOUBUJPO  %JOOFS %BODF 0UIFS +-1# NFNCFST
present were last year's President Amy Quattlebaum,
President-elect Shelly Albright who spoke on JLPB,
5SFBTVSFS #FUI 4UFWFOT  5SFBTVSFSFMFDU 4IBOJ $PSF 
$BUIZ "OJEP  4BSBI (BSDJB  $BNSZO -JOUPO  +VMJB
Smith, Mirna Winn and Angelica Wyke as well as
TVTUBJOFST "OOJT "SBTJN  5JOB 0#SJFO  4VTBO 3JDDJ
BOE 8FOEZ 8FMMT 5XP PUIFS TVTUBJOFST XIP XFSF
BMTP QSFTFOU BOE BUUFOEFE PVS $PUJMMJPO XIFO UIFZ
were in middle school in the Palm Beaches were
,BSFO .BSBTDP QJDUVSFE UPQ SJHIU  BOE "OO "JLFO
QJDUVSFECPUUPNSJHIU ,BSFOBUUFOEFEPVS$PUJMMJPO
JOUIFhTBUUIF8PNFOhT$MVCJO8FTU1BMN#FBDI
and remembers teachers Mr. and Mrs. Montgomery.
Both ladies wore white gloves and had dance cards.
$PUJMMJPOJTUSVMZBHJęUIBUXJMMVOGPMEUISPVHIPVUUIF
TUVEFOUhTMJGFćFSFDPVMECFOPTUSPOHFSFOEPSTFNFOU
GPSPVSQSPHSBNUIBOUIFDIJMESFOPG,BSFOBOE"OO

www.jlpb.org
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Vocal performance from Rosarian Academy students past and present - Kelly
$>" #"$;"Q>" ><> Q >]> Z_  Z $ "Q] >Z[
Kaitlyn Kirk, Isabel Winn, and Fred Marro, who now attends Oxbridge Academy.

BUUFOEJOHUIFTBNF$PUJMMJPOPGUIFJSNPUIFSTZPVUI
$PUJMMJPOIBTMPOHCFFOBNBKPSGVOESBJTJOHBSNPG+-1#
as well as being a true community builder. With the
TVDDFTTPGMBTUZFBShT$PVSUQSPHSBN $PUJMMJPOJTOPXB
TPDJBMFWFOUXJUIBTPDJBMDPOTDJFODFćFOJOUIHSBEFST
have a philanthropy class taught by guest speakers who
are JLPB members and many times the younger children
BMTP HFU UP IFBS GSPN UIF TQFBLFST  $PVSU NFNCFST
receive at least ten community service hours for their
participation in this program's classes, as etiquette
assistants and by giving back to the Junior League of
22
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The Hoffman Family was one of the big winners of the
Sheriff for A Day Live Auction item.

With the success of last
ZFBShT$PVSUQSPHSBN 
$PUJMMJPOJTOPXBTPDJBM
event with a social
conscience.
UIF1BMN#FBDIFTXJUIBTQFDJBMHJęćJTZFBS UIFZ
MFBE PVS OFX $IJMESFOhT $PUJMMJPO UIBU XBT IFME JO
the six o'clock hour, just prior to the main event.
'PSUIFĕSTUUJNF DIJMESFOBHFT,UIXFSFBTQFDJBM

We can always count on the support of the Nicklaus
family to support our Cotillion program.

QBSUPGUIFFWFOJOHćFZCFDBNFBOJOUFSBDUJWF
part of a story written by Elizabeth Rahm about
two caterpillars that attend etiquette classes in
their journey to become a butterfly. Professional
etiquette instructor Barbara Wymer adapted a
portion of her comprehensive etiquette program
for the story, which was told by members of the
OJOUIHSBEF$PVSUćJTZFBST$PVSUNFNCFSTBSF
&MJ[BCFUI "DPTUB  (BCSJFMMF $BOUBOFTF  .FMBOJF
,FMMZ ,BUJB-BHP +PSEBO3BIN ,BUIFSJOF3BXMT 
"OOB4IFB (FPSHF#SPDLNFZFS 'SFE.BSSPBOE
$IBSMJF.PVOUBJOćSPVHI$PUJMMJPO ćF+VOJPS
League of the Palm Beaches is being imprinted

www.jlpb.org
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on the hearts of girls and boys of all ages and we all receive the
benefit!
0UIFS ĕSTUT JODMVEFE B WPDBM QFSGPSNBODF GSPN ĕWF PG PVS
$PUJMMJPOTUVEFOUTBOEBTVDDFTTGVMTJMFOUBVDUJPO XIJDIJODMVEFE
 CPY TFBUT UP UIF 64 1PMP 'JOBMT BOE B OFDLMBDF EPOBUFE CZ
.":0348FXFSFIPOPSFEUPIBWF4IFSJČ3JD#SBETIBXUIFSF
UPQFSTPOBMMZ-JWF"VDUJPOIJTBMXBZTQPQVMBSi4IFSJČGPSB%BZw
)F BOE EBVHIUFS "NZ MFE UIF GBUIFS  EBVHIUFS BOE NPUIFS
TPOEBODF&SJO.D(PVMEXJUIIFSTPO .BY JTQJDUVSFEPO
UIFQSJPSQBHF UPQMFę1SPGFTTJPOBMCBMMSPPNJOTUSVDUPS%FOJTF
-B[P PODF BHBJO IBE UIF $PUJMMJPO TUVEFOUT JO HSBEFT UI
looking polished as ever! And as always, the evening concluded
XJUIBGBNJMZEBODFQBSUZUIBUXBTJOEFFEB$FMFCSBUJPO

thank you!

+-1#SE$PUJMMJPOXPVME
like to thank the following
sponsors for their
generous support.

_>"==)"Q_Z" >Z>]>"]Q ]<}>$__[
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THE JOY OF
DISCOVERY
BY SARAH BRUTSCHY, BECKY HACHENBURG
& ASHLEY SCHUTZ

J

-1#T $PNNVOJUZ 1SPKFDU  6  %JTDPWFS JT BMM
about bringing new experiences to children in the
community and we were very busy over the winter
TDIPPM CSFBL 0WFS UIF DPVSTF PG UXP XFFLT   6 
%JTDPWFS TQPOTPSFE ĕWF ĕFME USJQT SFBDIJOH 
DIJMESFOGSPNUIF)PXBSE1BSL$PNNVOJUZ$FOUFS
BOEUIF#PZTBOE(JSMT$MVCTPG%FMSBZ#FBDI #FMMF
(MBEF BOE3JWJFSB#FBDI)FSFBSFBGFXIJHIMJHIUT
of our trips.
0O %FDFNCFS UI  UIF DBNQFST GSPN UIF )PXBSE
1BSL $PNNVOJUZ $FOUFS FYQFSJFODFE +VSBTTJD
ćFBUFS BU UIF 4PVUI 'MPSJEB 4DJFODF .VTFVN
CFGPSF FYQMPSJOH PO UIFJS PXO ćFZ MFBSOFE BCPVU
prehistoric times and the differences between
EJOPTBVS UZQFT 0OF MVDLZ DBNQFS HPU UP ESFTT VQ
like an archaeologist as the group learned what tools
BSF VTFE UP EJH GPS GPTTJMT ćFO GPTTJMT XFSF QBTTFE
around so everyone could get a close-up look. After
the program, the students took a journey through
science and technology and explored the museums
  IBOETPO FYIJCJUT ćF FWFOU XBT GPMMPXFE VQ
XJUITOBDLTVOEFSUIFHB[FCPBOE%SFIFS1BSLCFGPSF
heading back.
-PHHFSIFBE .BSJOF -JGF $FOUFS PČFST BO FYUFOTJWF
FEVDBUJPOJOUPUIFXPSMEPGTFBUVSUMFT6%JTDPWFS
IBEUIFQSJWJMFHFPGIPTUJOHBĕFMEUSJQUPUIF$FOUFS
GPS UIF #PZT BOE (JSMT $MVC PG %FMSBZ #FBDI PO
+BOVBSZUI#FGPSFUIFDIJMESFOXFSFBCMFUPTFFUIF
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various sea turtles recovering in their tanks, they
learned about the five species of turtles that inhabit
UIF XBUFST PČ UIF 'MPSJEB $PBTU 0ODF UIF DIJMESFO
entered the turtle yard, they were then able to
identify the different types of sea turtles on display.
Loggerhead staff explained why the sea turtles had to
CFSFTDVFE CSPVHIUUPUIF$FOUFS BOEOVSTFECBDLUP
heath before they could be released. Among the native
salt water tanks and turtle replicas, the children then
explored Loggerhead’s hands-on exhibits to learn
NPSFBCPVUUIFTFUSFBTVSFEDSFBUVSFTPGUIFTFBćF
program concluded with a walk on the beach where
the children learned about sea turtle nesting. Before
IFBEJOHCBDLUP%FMSBZ UIFDIJMESFOXFSFUSFBUFEUP
lunch and given a souvenir sea turtle to bring home.
0O +BOVBSZ UI  XF BDDPNQBOJFE B HSPVQ PG LJET
GSPN ćF #PZT  (JSMT $MVC PG 3JWJFSB #FBDI PO B
ĕFMEUSJQUP#VTDI8JMEMJGF4BODUVBSZJO+VQJUFS0G
UIF  LJET UIBU QBSUJDJQBUFE  UIF WBTU NBKPSJUZ IBE
never been to Busch Wildlife before, so it was a treat
UP XBUDI UIFN FYQFSJFODF JU GPS UIF ĕSTU UJNF ćJT
HSPVQPGTUVEFOUTXBTZFBSTPMEBOEUIFZXFSF
so smart! We had fun listening to all of their thoughtprovoking questions on wildlife conservation efforts.
After a tour of the zoo and a special program in
which we learned about and were allowed to touch a
snake, armadillo, and hawk, we enjoyed box lunches
GSPN4VCXBZ%FTQJUFJUCFJOHPOFPGUIFDPMEFTUEBZT

this season, we had a great time.
"OPUIFS HSFBU FWFOU XBT IFME BU -JPO $PVOUSZ
4BGBSJPO+BOUIXJUIUIF#PZTBOE(JSMT$MVCPG
#FMMF(MBEF'PSUZLJETBOEUIFJSDIBQFSPOFTESPWF
UISPVHI UIF BDSF BOJNBM QBSL JO UIFJS TDIPPM
CVT UP TFF PWFS  XJME BOJNBMT -JPO $PVOUSZ
Safari is America’s first drive-through animal park
BOE IBT CFFO B SFBM HFN JO 1BMN #FBDI $PVOUZ
TJODF  8IJMF PO TBGBSJ  UIF LJET FYQFSJFODFE
seven different habitat areas from the grasslands
of South America, the wilderness across different
QBSUTPG"GSJDB BOEUIF(JS'PSFTUPG*OEJB*UJTOPU
every day you see a school bus yielding to Impalas,
(SFBUFS,VEVT BOE(FNTCPLT
6%JTDPWFSIBTBUMFBTUTJYNPSFFWFOUTQMBOOFE
for the remainder of the League year and hopes to
SFBDIOFBSMZDIJMESFO5PEBZTEJTDPWFSZNJHIU
lead to tomorrow’s passion!
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$POHSBUVMBUJPOTUP6OEFSDVSSFOUTPOJUT
Sensational Publication Year

'SPNB4VTUBJOFS'SJFOE
of the League

Clare
O’Keeffe
Realty
CLARE O’KEEFFE
LICENSED REAL ESTATE BROKER

P.O. BOX 110
PALM BEACH, FL
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LADIES
WHO
BRUNCH
53"/4'&3.&.#&34
(&5"5"45&0'5)&
+6/*03-&"(6&0'5)&
1"-.#&"$)&4
BY TAWNEY SCHWARZ

5

he Palm Beach League current cookbook, Worth
5BTUJOH  JT B DVMJOBSZ BOE BSDIJUFDUVSBM KPVSOFZ
PG1BMN#FBDI$PVOUZBOEJUTSJDIIJTUPSZćJT
cookbook is intended to transport you to beautiful Palm
#FBDI$PVOUZUISPVHIBKPVSOFZPGUIFTFOTFTXJUIJUT
DPMPSGVM JNBHFSZ BOE BCVOEBOU WBSJFUZ PG UBTUFT ćF
cookbook is currently in its fifth year of circulation,
and has brought much enjoyment to those who have
cooked its recipes and those who have savored their
deliciousness.
ćF DPPLCPPL BOE USBOTGFS DPNNJUUFFT PG UIF +VOJPS
League of the Palm Beaches partnered to host a meet and
greet event for the new transfer members on a late January
4VOEBZ BęFSOPPO ćF DPNNJUUFF NFNCFST QSFQBSFE
UIFJSGBWPSJUFEJTIFTGSPNUIF8PSUI5BTUJOHDPPLCPPL
and gathered to share their cooking suggestions and
MFBHVFFYQFSJFODFTXJUIUIFOFX5SBOTGFSNFNCFSTćF
$PPLCPPLDPNNJUUFFDPDIBJST +VMJB1JDIFUUFBOE+VMJB
Smith, provided a wonderful history of the cookbook
and how the ladies of the league collaborated in the
development of this masterpiece.
ćF MFBHVFT ĕSTU DPPLCPPL  1BMN #FBDI &OUFSUBJOT 
was a historical editorial with classic recipes included
UISPVHIPVU UIF CPPL ćF HPBM PG UIF 8PSUI 5BTUJOH
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cookbook was to create a modern cookbook with a large
array of recipes that were simple to prepare, representative of
UIF DVMUVSF PG 1BMN #FBDI $PVOUZ  BOE PG DPVSTF UBOUBMJ[FE
the taste buds. Each recipe selected for the cookbook went
through a thorough tasting process, over the span of a year,
in order to selectively and scrupulously choose the best
recipes to represent the creativity and hospitality found
JO UIF DPNNVOJUZ PG 1BMN #FBDI $PVOUZ ćF TFMFDUJPO
process included several tastings followed by questionnaires
completed by the ladies of the league to evaluate the ease and
method of preparation, as well as overall flavor of each dish.
A recipe had to be voted on by a minimum of three league
members in order to be included in the publication of the new
cookbook.
ćF 8PSUI 5BTUJOH DPPLCPPL JT VOJRVF JO JUT MBZPVU JO
which each chapter of the book features places with specific
IJTUPSJDBM TJHOJĕDBODF UP 1BMN #FBDI $PVOUZ  JODMVEJOH UIF
#SFBLFST)PUFM )BSSJFU)JNNFMćFBUFS 4PDJFUZPGUIF'PVS
"SUT 4FB(VMM$PUUBHF .BSB-BHP 8IJUFIBMM 8PSUI"WFOVF
and Via Mizner. At the beginning of each chapter, menu ideas
with delicious complementing recipes are already assembled
for events ranging from traditional southern Sunday brunch
and tea parties to trendy grill and island cuisine gatherings.
+BDLT 'BWPSJUF $BLF JT +BDL /JDLMBVTT GBWPSJUF TXFFU USFBU 
Opposite Page: Beautiful Brunch Spread, JLPB
Transfers and Transfer Committee, JLPB Cookbook
Committee This Page: Palm Beach Pear Salad, Herb
Crusted Pork Tenderloin, Spring Risotto, Graham
Cracker Magic Bars

MENU
$)".1"(/&+6-&1
13&55:*/1*/,-&.0/"%&
)05"35*$)0,&$3"#%*1
1"-.#&"$)1&"34"-"%
;6$$)*/*.64)300.26*$)&
)&3#$3645&%103,5&/%&3-0*/
413*/(3*40550
#308/46("3106/%$",&
(3")".$3"$,&3."(*$#"34
SEVEN LAYER SIN BARS
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submitted to the cookbook by his wife who is a Junior
League of the Palm Beaches sustainer member.
After tasting all the delicious recipes brought to the
5SBOTGFS CSVODI  UIF +VOJPS -FBHVF MBEJFT TIBSFE
UIFJSGBWPSJUFTPGUIFEBZXJUIVTćF3PBTUFE1PSL
5FOEFSMPJO BOE 3JTPUUP XFSF OPUFE BT GSFTI  MJHIU 
BOE BNB[JOHMZ ĘBWPSGVM ćF TQJOBDI EJQ XBT B
iLOPDL PVU BOE IBSE UP XBML BXBZ GSPN BęFS POF
CJUFw0OFPGUIFMBEJFTTBJETIFiMPWFEUIFEJWFSTJUZ
and flavor of all the different foods, not to mention
UIF HSFBU QBSJOH XJUI UIF DPDLUBJMTw ćF (SBIBN
$SBDLFS .BHJD #BST XFSF OPU POMZ EFMJDJPVT  CVU
were also made with the help of our little leaguers,
who had fun in the kitchen tasting their delights to
ensure the recipe was just right.
ćF 8PSUI 5BTUJOH DPPLCPPL JT BO JNNBDVMBUF
collection of rich traditional, elegant, simple, and
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USFOEZ DVMJOBSZ JEFBT ćF 1BMN #FBDI &OUFSUBJOT
cookbook is still in publication by the league. With
JUTBNB[JOHIJTUPSZPG1BMN#FBDI$PVOUZ JODMVEJOH
contributions from Lily Pulitzer, and its history as
the first cookbook for the Junior League of the Palm
Beaches, this book has much historical and cultural
WBMVF ćF QSPDFFET PG CPUI DPPLCPPLT CFOFĕU UIF
Junior League of Palm Beaches’ efforts to help those
in need in our community.
5P QVSDIBTF ZPVS DPQZ PG UIFTF CFBVUJGVMMZ
arranged, timeless assortment of recipes and
DPNQJMBUJPOPGIJTUPSZPG1BMN#FBDI$PVOUZ QMFBTF
contact the Junior League of the Palm Beaches at our
XFCTJUFXXXKMQCPSHPSCZQIPOFBU
41&$*"-5)"/,450"6%3&:46550/'03
01&/*/()&3-07&-:)0.&50)0455)*4
&7&/5

Why Invest in the Future of the JLPB?
8JUIBEPOBUJPOUPUIF-FBHVFT&OEPXNFOU'VOE ZPVBSFJOWFTUJOHJO+-1#TGVUVSF
service to our community.

+-1#&OEPXNFOU'VOE$POUSJCVUPST
Allyson Andres - matching gift from United Way/Ernst &
Young: Endowment Fund
Sandy Boutros - matching gift from Merck Partnership for
Giving: Endowment
owment Fund
Alice Brennan - Endowment Fund & Giving Tree
%BXO#VSLIFBE- Endowment Fund & Giving Tree
,BUIFSJOF$BSFX- Endowment Fund & Giving Tree
-VDZ$SPXMFZ - Endowment Fund
nd
/BUBMJF%VOO - matching gift from FPL: BBQ
Q
/BUBMJF%VOO - matching gift from FPL: Vita Nova
va
5JOB&XPMEU- Endowment Fund
nd
.JDIFMMF'BJWSF - Endowment Fund
und
5FSSJ'FLFUF- Endowment Fund & Givingg Tree
%JBOF(SFFOTQBO - Endowment
nt Fund
$MBSF-FNCP - Endowment Fund
d
Lisa Lettenmaier - Endowment Fund

Jennifer Madalena - Endowment Fund via a matching gift
from Kellogg’s Corporation Citizenship Fund
Betsy Matthews
Matthe - Endowment Fund
(JOOZ/FBM Endowment & Giving Tree
(JOOZ/F
Barba
Barbara Nicklaus - Endowment Fund & Giving Tree
+P
+PBOOF0$POOPS - Endowment Fund
A
Arlo Prior - matching gift from John D. and
Catherine T. McArthur Foundation:
Endowment Fund
Mary Reynolds - Endowment Fund
Elizabeth Smiley - Endowment Fund
An
Annette Stubbs - Endowment Fund
$B
$BSPM5JNNJT- Endowment Fund
Beth Vandenberg - Endowment Fund
,BUIFSJOF8BUTPO Giving Tree
,BUIFSJO
Barbara Williamson - Endowment Fund & Giving Tree

4PDJFUZJTBMFWFMPGHJWJOHUPIPOPSPVS+-1#SPPUTćF+VOJPS-FBHVFPGUIF1BMN#FBDIFTXBTGPVOEFEJO
 TPJGZPVDPOUSJCVUF PSNPSFEVSJOHBMFBHVFZFBSUPUIF&OEPXNFOU'VOE ZPVXJMMCFSFDPHOJ[FE
XJUIZPVSOBNFPOBTQFDJBMEPOPSQMBRVFBU)FBERVBSUFSTGPSUIBUZFBSBOEXJMMBMTPSFDFJWFB4PDJFUZFOgraved gold pin made by Zan Hogan Jewelers.
Contributions are tax-deductible as allowed by law.
Address: _________________________________________
$JUZ@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@4UBUF@@@@@@@@@@@@
;JQ$PEF@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
$POUSJCVUFE#Z@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
Address: _________________________________________
$JUZ@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@4UBUF@@@@@@@@@@@@

In Memory of / In Honor of :

q &ODMPTFEJTNZHJęPG@@@@@@@@@@@@
q *XPVMEMJLFUPCFBNFNCFSPGUIF4PDJFUZ 
&ODMPTFEJTNZHJęPG@@@@@@@@@@@@
  PSNPSF

May JLPB acknowledge your donation in
6OEFSDVSSFOUT R:FTq No

qMr. qMrs. qMs.

________________________________________________
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WORTH TASTING

ON WORTH AVENUE

BY CHRISTINE WALTER
PHOTOS COURTESY OF GONZALO VILLOTA
OF JASON MYERS PHOTOGRAPHY

A

recent Saturday afternoon brought me to Worth
Avenue in flip-flops. A little out of place for
normal Palm Beach attire, but as I headed towards
7JB(VDDJBOETBXUIFEFMJWFSZUSVDLTVOMPBEJOHGPS
PVS8508"FWFOU *TUBSUFEUPTNJMF7PMVOUFFSJOH
at the setup for three hours proved to be the perfect
prelude to a fun evening of delectable food, drinks and
camaraderie. So much of what we do as Junior League
members shines in different ways- volunteering at
community projects, giving time within our own
committee and stepping up to help when asked. I
realized that I have not spent much time volunteering
at our own fundraisers. I will admit I usually head for
community projects first. Let this be a lesson learnedgo outside of your normal patterns and give new
UIJOHT B USZ ćF CV[[ BOE FYDJUFNFOU MFBEJOH VQ UP
our highly successful event was worth every volunteer
minute there.
ćF 8508" DPNNJUUFF XBT QSFQBSFE GPS
everything. Starting at volunteer check-in, volunteers
signed in effortlessly and were shuffled off to the
proper area: setup, auction, bar prep, etc., with a

committee member in charge at each area. Any
questions that arose were answered in seconds from
$P DIBJST -BVSB 8JTTB BOE &NJMZ (FISJOH ćFZ
exemplified ‘multi-tasking’ by floating around talking,
pointing and giving directions to delivery crews, food
vendors, and volunteers. As the afternoon wore on,
the end product was shaping up beautifully. Lights
streamed in trees, high top tables complete with linens
and glass bowls filled with sand, starfish and candles,
bars were stocked and ice was flowing in. Restaurant
and catering vendors started to arrive around five
o’clock, which created another round of excitement as
diagrams were pulled out and vendors were directed
to their locations. We all caught waves of delicious
aromas as the burners turned on to begin final
preparations. It was time to switch into our dresses
and heels to look more the part of attendee and then
it was 6 o’clock.
ćFJOBVHVSBM7*1IPVSQSPWFEUPCFBTVDDFTTGVM
kickoff to the evening. VIP attendees were treated
to the first samplings of food, drink, and their own
raffle before the public was allowed in. By seven,
www.jlpb.org
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there was a steady flow of people arriving including
my husband and a few close friends. Students from
the Santaluces High School Music Academy played
varying ensembles throughout the gardens. We
enjoyed the clarinet soloist at the fountain and he
was gracious to hear when we said as much to him.
Weaving our way around the food was fun- ‘What’s
VQ OFYU   AćBU MPPLT ZVNNZ  PS A0I ZPV IBWF UP
try that!’ was overheard everywhere. Each restaurant
TVDIBT5PQPGUIF1PJOU )BWBOBBOE(SFBTF#VSHFS
Bar to name a few had something unique to offer
and all were well received judging by the full plates.
ćF 4BOUBMVDFT )JHI 4DIPPM $VMJOBSZ "DBEFNZ
QSPWJEFETUVEFOUTFSWFSTXIFSFOFFEFEćFZXFSFTP
QSPGFTTJPOBM BOE UISJMMFE UP CF UIFSF %FTTFSUT GSPN
a myriad of bakeries and specialty cake shops were
literally icing on the cake! All attendees had numerous
ESJOLPQUJPOTGSPN0SWJOPXJOFTBNPOHNBOZPUIFS
selections, to vodkas to Shipyard Ale beer from World
of Beers and more. It was a special evening complete
with silent auction, always a fun way to spend time.

"What’s up next?", "That looks
yummy", or "Oh, you have
to try that!" was overheard
everywhere.
"TB+VOJPS-FBHVFNFNCFSGPSUIFQBTUZFBST 
it has been really wonderful to witness the growth
PGTPNFPGPVSQSPKFDUT8508"TUBSUFEBTBOJEFB
UPQSPNPUFPVSOFX8PSUI5BTUJOHDPPLCPPLVOEFS
UIF $PPLCPPL DPNNJUUFF  ZFBST BHP UP OPX JO
JUTOEZFBSBTBTUBOEBMPOFDPNNJUUFF)BUT
PČUPBMMPGUIF$PNNJUUFFNFNCFSTUIBUDPOUJOVFE
the vision and created an enjoyable, successful night
PO8PSUI"WFOVFUIBUXBTUSVMZ8PSUI5BTUJOHćF
community continues to return with praise year after
year. Volunteers make our organization run and
without countless volunteers, our fundraisers cannot
succeed. Each member matters and each member
makes a difference. I am really glad I, with all the
other volunteers, was able to make a difference for
just a piece of the preparation for this event. Looking
forward to next spring already!

Our Worth Tasting on Worth Avenue Committee: Cynthia Camacho, Jill Pritch, Jenn Leo, Laura Wissa, Betsy Mathews, Emily Gehring, Sarah
");)^"Q>;"Q`($!)$^">Q"`"$ ^$<">;;Q"$> ;>*
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THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SPONSORS!

SPRINKLES
ICE CREAM

Tiffany & Co.

VICE WINE
& SPIRITS

get your company noticed

UNDERCURRENTS

advertising space available
call today at 561.689.7590

SPOTTED

8035)
5"45*/(
0/8035)"7&/6&
WORTH AVENUE, PALM BEACH
FEBRUARY 25, 2012
Clockwise From Top: Kimberly Lyon, Christina
Jerabek, Shelly Albright, and Pam Schanel; Angelica
Medina-Wyke and Elizabeth Bockmeyer; Sarah
Templeton and Lindsay Demmery; Beth Stevens and
Christina Urena; Kelly Leyden and Heather Floyd
(_$)^"$>`=>$_$>\>Q<]
]]$= `>"_$;"!_`*
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SPOTTED

8035)
5"45*/(
0/8035)"7&/6&
WORTH AVENUE, PALM BEACH
FEBRUARY 25, 2012
Clockwise From Top Left: Janet Beach and
Tawney Schwarz; Jenn and Kevin Leo; Emily
Gehring and Laura Wissa; Shani and Britton
Core and Ashley and John Schutz; Luisa-April
Brown, Melissa McKinlay, Katie Gamble, Melissa
!$<>"!_>\>"(_$)^"$>`=
<]]]$= `>"_$;"!_`*
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LETTER FROM THE MEMBER AT LARGE

Looking Ahead
We’re just a little more than halfway through the
League year – the holiday luncheon, cluster meetings
and hours and hours of volunteer work have gone
by – and it’s already time to be thinking ahead at
next year. Board positions are being nominated and
leaders are being looked at for future committees.
As all of this is going on, begin thinking about what
:06 XBOU UP EP OFYU ZFBS )PX EP ZPV MJLF ZPVS
current placement? Are you happy where you are
or do you want to try something new? Where have
you not gotten to spend your time at as part of your
 IPVST ZFU  -PPL BU ZPVS TLJMMT BOE UIJOL BCPVU
how you might be able to take the League to the
next step…and don’t forget to share those thoughts
and goals with your placement advisors, committee
chairs or other members!
0OFPGUIFHSFBUUIJOHTBCPVU+VOJPS-FBHVFJTUIF
organization not only helps others in the community,
CVUJUUSBJOTJUTPXONFNCFSTBOEWPMVOUFFSTćJT
makes it a great outlet for taking risks and testing
your skills. Maybe you work in finance for your
day job but have always had an interest in event
QMBOOJOHoMPPLJOUPKPJOJOH"SSBOHFNFOUTPS8PSUI5BTUJOHPO8PSUI"WFOVF0SZPVUIJOLZPV
DPVMECFBTUSPOHGVOESBJTFSoDPOTJEFSKPJOJOHUIF)PMJEBZ.BSLFUQMBDFPS$PUJMMJPO:PVMMCF
making a difference and bettering yourself at the same time.
And as we look forward to next year, let’s all continue to grow our League. Let’s engage the potential
in other women around us who also want to work hard to make a difference in our community and
CFZPOE0VSOFXNFNCFSSFDFQUJPOIBTBMSFBEZQBTTFE CVUXFTUJMMMPPLUPZPVBMMUPJOUSPEVDFUIF
amazing women in your life to our League! We still have some spots left in our provisional class for
next year and can’t wait to see what’s in store!
"TBMXBZT *MPPLGPSXBSEUPUIFNFTTBHFT*HFUJOUIF."-iUSFBTVSFDIFTUwFBDINPOUI CVUGFFMGSFF
to contact me in between too. I am happy to serve as your voice to the board, so send me your ideas,
opinions, praises, concerns and questions on anything related to the League and I’ll make sure it gets
IFBSEBOEBEESFTTFE'FFMGSFFUPESPQNFBOPUFBOZUJNF

Kristi Marquez

,SJTUJ.BSRVF[
jlpb.mal@gmail.com

www.jlpb.org
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Life, League, and the
Pursuit of Happiness
While our entire League is out making exciting things happen in the community, a few members
have some extra-special news to celebrate this season…

MEGAN FOGG, chair of 4U2 Discover, has a Little
Leaguer of her own. Her new baby boy, Ryan Andrew Fogg,
"( ">Z*""\>Q >)>[}>"&&&Z>;_;!>"=>)$
eight pounds, seven ounces and measuring 19.5 inches long.

KELLI JACKSON and her husband, David, welcomed
two new additions to the family on September 21, 2011.The
couple feels very blessed and is loving parenthood, thanks
to adorable twins, Sebastian and Madison. Kelli serves on
JLPB’s Pink Palm Brigade.

congratulations
AMANDA RIES was recently named as one
of the 25 Finalists in Palm Beach County for
the William T. Dwyer Awards for Excellence in
Education. This prestigious award recognizes
educators for their classroom accomplishments,
leadership, and
community
involvement.
Nominated in the area of Special Programs, as a
!>>)_;^;>$_];$_>&=%#]$
in the area of Special Program being considered
for this award. Proud to represent her school,
community, and the Junior League as a Finalist,
the awards ceremony will be held at the Kravis
Center on April 24, 2012.
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JULIA SMITH, one of the cookbook co-chairs, is now
also a bride-to-be. December 16, 2011 was a night full of
#"$  _> Q ">; ^[[>"]> Z>$ $ )_>" 
restaurant they’d never been to before, he got down on one
knee with a shiny diamond ring…and she was speechless
="$_>#"$$[>>\>" _>`\>>$Q$>Q&Z]]]
}>#]]>QZ$_#"$$_>Z>QQ;Z]]}>_>]Q >)>[}>"&
Congratulations on behalf of the League!

MEMBERS
MARY BART HOUSTON, a member of our
Worth Tasting on Worth Avenue committee, recently
)[!>$>Q  Q QQ [<;  $ $_> & >">
Games at Seminole Hard Rock Hotel & Casino on Jan.
28. She participated in the RX competition, which is the
most advanced level. The current Heraean Games is
an all-female CrossFit-style competition, based on the
$_ )>$^"`  $_> #"$ =#)] Z[> )[!>$$
held in honor of the Goddess Hera.

Provisional members CHANTAL BEVILACQUA
and ALLYSON FREEMAN started their own
business, Studio Bijoux, creating resort-inspired, handtufted rugs. The ladies were introduced during their
Q`=$`];=^"Q#\>$"_$>]">$^"$Q
spas across the world. They soon realized they shared
a love and passion for bold color and originality and
their company vision was born, which is based around
innovative products that promote environmental, social
and economic stability.

Imagine your financial
picture this organized.
Our ﬁnancial representatives can help you get some of the most
important things in life in order. Things like education and retirement
funding. Call for a free, no obligation personal needs analysis, and
just imagine how good it will feel to get things under control.
Karen Holloway
Associate Financial
Representative
The Striano
Financial Group
561.662.9837
karen.holloway@nmfn.com

Grant Coldwell
Financial Advisor
The Striano
Financial Group
grantcoldwell.com

05-2853 © 2011 Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name for The Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (NM) (life and disability insurance, annuities) and its
subsidiaries. Northwestern Mutual Investment Services, LLC (NMIS) (securities), a subsidiary
of NM, broker-dealer, registered investment adviser, and member of FINRA and SIPC.
Grant Coldwell, Insurance Agent of NM. Karen Holloway, Associate Insurance Agent of NM.
Grant Coldwell and Karen Holloway, Registered Representatives of NMIS. Grant Coldwell,
Investment Advisor Representative of NMIS.
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THE
VALUE
OF BEING
A JLPB
MEMBER

BY BETH STEVENS
TREASURER

E

veryone talks about how it is better to give
than to receive. I agree. But sometimes
giving is receiving.
ćJTQBTUIPMJEBZTFBTPOBGBNJMZNFNCFS
requested we do not exchange gifts with their
GBNJMZJODMVEJOHNZZFBSPMEOJFDF*DBOOPUTBZ
I was shocked for this part of our family is always
TVSQSJTJOHVT IPXFWFS *XBTIVSU%JEUIFZUIJOL
we were so shallow the only part of the holidays
we cared about was receiving presents? And then
I realized I was not hurt, I was mad. Mad one of
my favorite parts of the holidays was being taken
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away from me. I love going to the toy store, picking
out the perfect toy, something if I were a kid again
I would just have to have, and then wrapping it and
waiting in anticipation for the family get together.
ćF EBZ XPVME ĕOBMMZ DPNF BOE UIF KPZ * SFDFJWF
from watching her open the gift, her eyes lighting
up as she tears off the wrapping paper and sees the
first glimpse of the new toy and then busts it out of
the box so she can play with it right away (and the
GVO*IBWFQMBZJOHXJUIIFS 4PZFT *BNHJWJOHCVU*
BNHFUUJOHTPNVDINPSFJOSFUVSOćFJOUBOHJCMFT
of joy, fun, excitement, anticipation, happiness, and
fulfillment are so much more.
*HJWFUPUIF+VOJPS-FBHVF8FBMM(*7&UPUIF+VOJPS
-FBHVF 0VS UJNF  PVS NPOFZ  PVS DPOOFDUJPOT 
our support, our kind words, our good words, our
waking hours in the middle of the night, our cell
phone minutes, our prom dresses, and our culinary
skills (how many dishes have you baked, and
wrapped, and transported to this event, project, or
QSPHSBNUIJTZFBS #VUJOHJWJOH *BNSFDFJWJOH
As a member of the Junior League of the Palm
Beaches we get so much. Personally, I get this
IBQQZ GFFMJOH GSPN WPMVOUFFSJOH ćSPVHI UIF
Junior League, I go out into our community, make
an impact, connect with someone, help someone,
in turn help myself and leave with a happy feeling.
ćFSFJTOPUIJOHFMTF VOUJMSFDFOUMZ XIFO*CFDBNF
BNPUIFS UIBUHJWFTNFUIJTTBNFIBQQZGFFMJOH*
like being happy and I wanted that feeling more and
more.
Well, if volunteering gave me a happy feeling, then
being a leader must double it. And so I became
B MFBEFS  ĕSTU BT 6OEFSDVSSFOUT $IBJS BOE UIFO
BT %POF JO B %BZ $IBJS BOE NPTU SFDFOUMZ BT
5SFBTVSFS&MFDU BOE OPX 5SFBTVSFS  * DBOOPU TBZ
every moment is pure joy but the kind of happiness
and fulfillment I receive now is stronger and deeper
and vibrates at a higher frequency. Not only am I
continually developing my skills as a civic leader,
as a board member, as a manager, and a mentor
but I am training the future leaders and when they
achieve their goals and succeed and grow I feel
BDDPNQMJTIFEćJTGFFMJOHJTOPUTPNFUIJOHNPOFZ

can buy, but money can help facilitate the means
and provide the environment for us all to grow and
flourish to become the civic leaders of tomorrow
and to continue the legacy of the Junior League of
the Palm Beaches.
"U UIF CFHJOOJOH PG 'FCSVBSZ  XF BMM PQFOFE PVS
mailboxes and much to our delight (What?! You
XFSFOU EFMJHIUFE  SFDFJWFE PVS BOOVBM EVFT
notices. Most were aware of the increase in dues
UIJT ZFBS 'PS PUIFST  UIF EVFT MFUUFS XBT UIF ĕSTU
notification of the increase.
Each year, the fund development committee reviews
UIFTUBUFPGUIFMFBHVFBOENFNCFSEVFTćFGVOE
development committee conducted research over
the summer and presented the findings and a
proposal for a dues increase to board and general
NFNCFSTIJQJO0DUPCFSćFĕOEJOHTJODMVEFE

t %VFTIBWFJODSFBTFECZPWFSUIFMBTUZFBST
t (FOFSBM  "ENJOJTUSBUJWF DPTUT  IBWF
JODSFBTFECZPWFSUIFQBTUZFBST

t "+-*JTJODSFBTJOHEVFTCZPWFSUIFOFYU
years^

t JLPB dues were less than several other leagues,
JODMVEJOH#PDB3BUPO .JBNJ BOE5BNQB
ćFMBTU+-1#EVFTJODSFBTFXBTJO
0QFSBUJOHDPTUTUPSVOUIFMFBHVF JODMVEJOHFRVJQNFOU 
insurance, maintenance, membership development,
PďDF NBOBHFS TBMBSZ  QSPGFTTJPOBM TFSWJDFT  TVQQMJFT 
QPTUBHF UFMFQIPOFVUJMJUJFT XFCTJUF BOEXPSLTIPQT
conferences.
^A portion of each member’s JLPB dues directly pays
their share of the annual Association of Junior League

In the ideal budgeting scenario for our League,
we strive for dues to cover the general and
administrative costs of running the league so
every dollar we earn by fundraising goes directly
into the local community through our projects
and programs. Before the increase, dues were only
DPWFSJOHPGUIF-FBHVFTPQFSBUJOHDPTUTćJT
MFęBHBQUIBUJGPVSGVOESBJTFSTEJEOPUNBLF
up the difference, then the result would be financial
losses. Not a terrible scenario for a non-profit for it
means there is a great need for our services but not
how we want to run our organization long-term.
Breaking even is the ideal and after the increase, we
BSFBUPQFSBUJOHFďDJFODZ
As a member, we receive the intangibles - the happy
feelings, the friendships, the connections, the joy
of success, being part of the greater good, and the
memories (Pegi, one of my favorite sustainers,
* IPQF UP UFMM TUPSJFT MJLF ZPVST  o BOE XF SFDFJWF
skills and achievements we can take pride in and/or
include on our professional and volunteer resumes.
Junior League of the Palm Beaches members receive
special pricing to league events and invitations to
members-only events and social gatherings.
And, as members of the Association of Junior Leagues
International, we each receive opportunities for
further training through the AJLI.org website, AJLI
conferences, and AJLI Webinar Wednesdays, access
to a league-wide data base, a knowledge center with
publications and materials on best practices from
other Junior Leagues for everything from how to a
develop a cookbook to how to facilitate successful
meetings. We also receive special member benefits
and discounts, such as preferred rates on hotels, car
rentals, flowers, and other special offers (seriously,
JUTHPPETUVČoDIFDLPVUXXXBKMJPSH 
ćBOL ZPV GPS ZPVS NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF +VOJPS
League of the Palm Beaches. With your membership
and commitment to our league, the JLPB continues
your legacy through our community projects and
programs and sustains our promise of women
building better communities in our local area.

MEMBERS

THIS FEELING IS
NOT SOMETHING
MONEY CAN BUY, BUT
MONEY CAN HELP
FACILITATE THE MEANS
AND PROVIDE THE
ENVIRONMENT FOR US
ALL TO GROW

PS – I bought my niece a gift anyway and she loved
it!

*OUFSOBUJPOBM "+-* EVFT
www.jlpb.org
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MEMBERSHIP
VP REPORT
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED BY PAM SCHANEL
MEMBERSHIP VICE PRESIDENT

-&"7&0'"#4&/$&
Elisha Roy
Alicia Herrera

$)"/(&*/45"564
+BNJF(P[[Po3FUVSOFEGSPNMFBWFUPBDUJWFTUBUVT
Sunni Johnson – Retuned from leave to active status
)FBUIFS-VCCFMo%JTNJTTFE
+FOOJGFS-VCCFM%JTNJTTFE
+BJNFF1FJSDF%JTNJTTFE

53"/4'&3065
/BUBMJF%VOOo"DUJWFUP.JBNJ 'Skelly Holmbeck – Active to Northern Virginia
+BDLJF+POFTo4VTUBJOFSUP$PMMJO$PVOUZ 59

53"/4'&3*/
$IBSMPUUF)BSUMBVCo4VTUBJOFS&NFSJUVTGSPN4VNNJU /+
$IBSFUF1MVNNFSo"DUJWFGSPN.JBNJ '-

%&$&"4&%
+PBO$PPL
Luck Hodgkins
get your company noticed

.&.#&3$06/5
"DUJWFT
"DUJWFTPO-FBWF
/PO3FTJEFOU"DUJWFT
1SPWJTJPOBMT
4VTUBJOFST
5 - Non-Resident Sustainers
4VTUBJOFS*OUFS-FBHVF
4VTUBJOFS*OUFS-FBHVF1BMN#FBDI)PNF
4VTUBJOFS&NFSJUVT
3 - Emeritus Inter-League
5 - Emeritus Inter League Palm Beach Home
505"-.&.#&34o
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Spring 2011
Springtime and Sustainers means only one thing...many fun events have been planned for you so please join us!
The Sustainer Board has been meeting regularly this year in an effort to provide a variety of activities for all of
you. As always, please feel free to contact us with any ideas.
Do you recall the rhyme to remember the six wives of King Henry the VIII-“divorced, beheaded, died, divorced,
beheaded, survived?” MARGARET KAYWELL planned a delicious and engaging “Lunch and Learn” at the
]#_]^}Z_>">$_>Z\>Z>">Q>)"}>Q}`>$_>"$_; >"`_[>]= _Z$`^"
ordinary stale lecture as King Henry in full regal splendor described those six wives along with interesting facts
about life during the Tudor era. Intrigued about the true identity of the King? Find out in the Luncheon recap
in this publication. Thank you Margaret!
Ever wonder exactly what the Garden Club does each month? Our Garden Club Chair, LAURA MCLEOD,
plans great activities that are a combination of hands on activities and informational tours. You may learn how
$)">$>`^"Z}>^$=^]{Z>""";>[>$^;[$>"]="[`^"`"Q];Z$_{Z>"!^")_>Q
at the grocery store or discover how to grow your own Bonsai. Another month you may be treated to a special
tour of a private “walled” garden that only a few have the opportunity to see or visit an organic local cooperative market to pick your own fresh vegetables. Laura has planned something for everyone!
The weather is perfect for kayaking at McArthur State Park! Check the e-blast for updates on our kayaking
excursions. Many thanks to our kayaking enthusiast EDNA STRNAD for arranging these opportunities to
enjoy our beautiful local scenery. Many other Spring activities will include Croquet at PGA National, Sip n Shop
Spring Marketplace, the Annual May Dinner, along with our regular monthly Book Club and Bridge Club gatherings. Look for information regarding a Pot Luck Happy Hour at McArthur State Park in May.
We would like to thank PHILLIS AND CASEY JONES for hosting our Annual Sustainer Cocktail Party
for a second year in a row! These two are such gracious hosts and made the evening so special in their beautiful
_[>$Z^)_$">$$>`$_>"[;#)>$]`]Q)!>Q`"QQ!]Q>">>]]Q[">Q_]]
)]]>)$=[;#)>$")_Q!])>Q$_"^;_^$$_>"_[>$Z=}^]^>\>;QZ>)$$_
them enough for being such cordial and welcoming hosts.
Happy Spring everyone!

Lynne Wells
JLPB Sustainer Chair

Jerri Engelbrecht
JLPB Sustainer Chair-Elect

SUSTAINER BOARD
CHAIR—Lynne Wells | CHAIR-ELECT—Jerri Engelbrecht | SOCIAL MEDIA CHAIR—Sara Frattori
PHILANTHROPY CHAIR—Irene Goodkind | TRANSFER CHAIR—Jayne Barkdull | SOCIAL CHAIR—Debra Cannava
SUSTAINER ADVISOR—Esther LaBovick | MEMBER-AT-LARGE—Wendy Labbett
GARDEN CLUB CHAIR—Laura McLeod | EVENING BOOK CLUB—Lynda Pepper
DAYTIME BOOK CLUB—Kelly Domnick | SECRETARY—Susan Teaford
BRIDGE—Betsy Vaughn and Janice Stearns | UNDERCURRENTS—Margaret Schuemann

www.jlpb.org
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LUNCH

'JęZUISFF 4VTUBJOFST  "DUJWFT BOE UIFJS (VFTUT FOKPZFE GVO BOE
GFMMPXTIJQ BU UIF 4BJMĕTI $MVC JO 1BMN #FBDI  +BOVBSZ   XIJMF
listening to a talk straight from the Royal lips of His Majesty
)FOSZ5VEPS)PTUFECZTVTUBJOFS."3("3&5,":8&-- and
featuring her father 30#&35#":-&44, a historian and lecturer,
the luncheon was held in a lovely room adorned with centerpieces
of union jacks encircled with crowns.
After a delicious salmon salad lunch, Henry VIII entered the room to in full costume. Speaking along with
a powerpoint presentation that would be most foreign to his time, he recounted his courtships, marriages
and various endings to his many wives. A fresh twist on an oft told tale, the attendees were enchanted by
UIFIVNPSPVTBOEJOUFSFTUJOHQSFTFOUBUJPOćBOLZPVUPBMMUIBUQBSUJDJQBUFEBOEy(PE4BWFUIF,JOH

& LEARN
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*INDICATES EVENTS WITH JLPB ACTIVES
PLEASE CHECK YOUR E-BLAST AND UNDERCURRENTS FOR ANY CHANGES AND UPDATES

Please see the following calendar of exciting events in
the works for our 2011-2012 Season! In addition to
several combined events with JLPB Actives, please join
$_>^$>"=""> >"^QQ^)_
}^$"Q;>]^}(Q`Q>\>;*"$
After Dark, Kayaking, Golf, Croquet, Gourmet Class
- Williams Sonoma, Garden Club and Tours, Cocktail
Parties,Viscaya Tour and more! Our group spans Palm
Beach County from Wellington north through Jupiter.
We look forward to seeing you! Please contact Lynne
Wells, Sustainer Chair, 561-775-0579

MAY
May 3—Bridge Club. 9:45am at Beach Club
Palm Beach
May 5—Sustainer Happy Hour at MacArthur
State Park
May 8—Evening Book Club, 6pm
"Dreams of Joy" by Lisa See
May 16—Daytime Book Club
May 17—Garden Group Tour, 10am-12pm
TBD—JLPB May General Meeting and Dinner*
TBD—Sustainer Board Annual Planning Meeting

APRIL
April 5—Bridge Club, 9:45am at Seagate Beach
Club, Delray Beach
April 10—Evening Book Club, 6pm
“The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks"
by Rebecca Skloot | Hostess: Ann Talley
April 18—Daytime Book Club
“The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks"
by Rebecca Skloot
April 19—Garden Group, Phipps Tour, 10am-12pm
April 21—Croquet, PGA National
Organizer: Barbara Weltner
April 28— Wine Dinner at Palm Beach Yacht
Club | Hostess: Debra Cannava
TBD—MacArthur State Park Kayaking*

MEMBERS

2011-2012 SUSTAINER CALENDAR!

JUNE
June 12—Evening Book Club, 6pm
June 19—Garden Group Tour, 10am-12pm
June 20—Daytime Book Club

GOLF BEGINNERS INTERESTED?
Several ladies are interested in forming a Beginners Golf Group.
If you would like to join in, please contact Lynne Wells at pwells2202@comcast.net.



PHONE TREE CALLERS NEEDED!
Can you help call some of our Sustainer members without emails? You will call a few
ladies once or twice a month so we can help them stay involved with Sustainer news
Q>\>$]>>]>$^Z=`^)_>]!]]`>>]]$(%&*%%"
pwells2202@comcast.net

www.jlpb.org
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4645"*/&3/&84
Sustainer Book Club
0VS&WFOJOH#PPL$MVCNFUBU1'$IBOHhT$IJOB#JTUSP JO1BMN#FBDI
(BSEFOT '- PO5VFTEBZ 'FCSVBSZ 8FHBUIFSFEUPDFMFCSBUF
UIF$IJOFTF/FX:FBSPGUIF%SBHPO BOEEJTDVTTćF1JBOP5FBDIFS 
CZ+BOJDF:,-FF4PNFPGUIFNFNCFSTPGUIFCPPLDMVCTIBSFE
UIFJSFYQFSJFODFTUSBWFMJOHJO$IJOBBOE-ZOOF-PXSZ8FMMT UIF+-1#
4VTUBJOFS$IBJS EJTUSJCVUFEBDBMFOEBSUPUIFNFNCFSTBOEEJTDVTTFE
UIFNBOZJOUFSFTUJOH+VOJPS-FBHVFFWFOUTDPNJOHVQ$IFDLGPSUIF
QSJPSQBHFGPSEFUBJMT0VS"QSJMTFMFDUJPOXJMMCFićF*NNPSUBM-JGFPG
)FOSJFUUB-BDLTCZ3FCFDDB4LMPPU IPTUFECZ"OO5BMMFZ
&WFOJOH#PPL$MVC-ZOEB1FQQFSBUQFQQFSMZOEB!HNBJMDPN
%BZUJNF#PPL$MVC,FMMZ%PNOJDLBUEPNOJDL!CFMMTPVUIOFU

Lynda Pepper, Sally Sellwood, Jan Smedley, Laura Hanney, Debra Cannava, Cindy Vogel, Edna Strand, Montyne Winokur, and Lynne Wells.

L S
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J

4645"*/&3/&84
SUSTAINER

COCKTAIL

PARTY

It was perfect night for a party on Saturday, January
UIBTOFBSMZ4VTUBJOFSTBOEUIFJSHVFTUTNJOHMFE
around the pool and inside the lovely Steeplechase home
PG1IJMMJTBOE$BTFZ+POFT$BOEMFTMJUUIFXBZBMPOHUIF
ESJWFXBZ TFUUJOH UIF UPOF GPS B GFTUJWF FWFOJOH 0ODF
inside, guests were treated to delicious hors d’oeuvres
placed throughout the home, on the expansive back
porch, by the pool, and on the beautiful dining room
UBCMFćJTXBTUIFUI"OOVBM4VTUBJOFS$PDLUBJMQBSUZ
and it has become one of the favorite gatherings of the
year.

www.jlpb.org
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*45)&
+6/*03
-&"(6&
BY SUE GIBSON

"T NFNCFST PG ćF +VOJPS -FBHVF PG UIF 1BMN
Beaches, we know that we are a strong group of
past and present women volunteers, who focus
on the needs of our community in Palm Beach
$PVOUZ0VSSFDFOUDBVTFTDPODFSOUIFOFFETPG
foster care children; young adults who have aged
out of foster care; the need of underserved youth
to be exposed to local cultural institutions; visual
and auditory fitness; the need for better food
choices for families and children; booster seats
in cars, or to tighten local and state laws against
bullying and cyber-stalking. We see a great need
in our community, and our League provides us
the tools to change those conditions. But, what is
UIFi+VOJPS-FBHVF w8IFSFEJEJUDPNFGSPN
New York socialite Mary Harriman, daughter of
6OJPO1BDJĕD3BJMSPBENBHOBUF &))BSSJNBO 
BOETJTUFSUPGVUVSF/FX:PSL4UBUF(PWFSOPS 8
"WFSFMM )BSSJNBO  GPVOEFE UIF PSJHJOBM i+VOJPS
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-FBHVFwJOćFJSGBNJMZIBTUJFTUPUIF1BMN
Beach community to this day, but the legacy of
Mary Harriman in particular has impacted our
entire nation, and beyond.
.BSZ BUUFOEFE #BSOBSE $PMMFHF  TUVEZJOH
Sociology, a very forward choice for women of her
time. While studying for her entrance exams, she
attended a lecture about the growing Settlement
Movement and the work of Settlement Houses
JO $IJDBHP 4IF WJTJUFE BOE XBT JNQSFTTFE XJUI
UIF$PMMFHF4FUUMFNFOUJO/FX:PSL$JUZ XIFSF
college graduates and students lived among the
immigrant population to learn their problems
and needs.
ćF"NFSJDBO4FUUMFNFOU)PVTFNPWFNFOUXBT
FTUBCMJTIFEJOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTJOUIFMBUFT
0SJHJOBUJOH JO &OHMBOE  B TFUUMFNFOU IPVTF XBT
created as a place to house recent emigrants. In
/FX:PSLBOE$IJDBHP UIFTFIPVTFTXFSFDSFBUFE

so easy as it is today for girls to be independent
and to be in touch with the reality of poverty
or disaster. But to help means, first of all, to
understand, and there can be no understanding
XJUIPVUQBSUJDJQBUJPOćFCBOEPGZPVOHXPNFO
who were pioneers in the Junior League has
been true to their youthful desire to share their
lives with others. And today one finds them
and their like-minded successors in every field
of social welfare and education, independent as
voters and with a growing concern, I believe, for
JOUFSOBUJPOBM HPPE XJMM 4JNLIPWJUDI  B TUVEFOU
BU #PTUPO $PMMFHF BOE 3BEDMJČF  XBT JOTQJSFE
through her work to promote social and spiritual
XFMGBSF TIF GPVOEFE (SFFOXJDI )PVTF JO  
BOETFSWFEBTJUTEJSFDUPSVOUJM
*O BTIZ ZPVOHGSJFOEPG.BSZ)BSSJNBOhT
joined the New York Junior League. Eleanor
Roosevelt first entered public life when she
became involved in settlement work with the

MEMBERS

UPXFMDPNFOFXFNJHSBOUTUPUIF64".BOZPG
the thousands of emigrants who were processed
through Ellis Island were placed in settlement
IPVTFTPOUIFMPXFSFBTUTJEFPG.BOIBUUBOćFSF
they found cramped quarters, impoverished
living conditions, limited job opportunities,
language deficits, and learned that their children
faced a bleak future because of those conditions.
Inspired by the hope of immigrating to America,
and with the help of people like Mary Harriman
and her friends, many settlement house residents
found new opportunity.
.BSZ XBT B NFSF  ZFBST PME XIFO TIF TBX
that need in inner city New York, and viewed an
endless resource in the young women she knew
socially through New York society’s debutante
system. She knew a vast number of women who
DPVMECFiUBQQFEwUPIFMQBDBVTF CVUXIPMBDLFE
BiLOPXIPXwJOIPXUPCFTUHPBCPVUUPCSJOH
social change and improve the lives of the many

*/41*3&%#:5)&)01&0'*..*(3"5*/(50".&3*$" "/%
8*5)5)&)&-10'1&01-&-*,&."3:)"33*."/"/%)&3
'3*&/%4 ."/:4&55-&.&/5)064&3&4*%&/54'06/%/&8
0110356/*5:
JO4FUUMFNFOU)PVTFTJO/FX:PSL$JUZ"TMFBE
i%FCVUBOUFw PG UIBU /FX :PSL 4PDJBM 4FBTPO 
Mary determined that the debutantes of that year
XPVMEQSPEVDFBOFOUFSUBJONFOUUPSBJTFGVOET
to benefit the settlement house cause. Beyond that,
TIFTUBSUFEićF+VOJPS-FBHVFGPSUIF1SPNPUJPO
PG 4FUUMFNFOU .PWFNFOUTw XIJDI MBUFS CFDBNF 
UIFi+VOJPS-FBHVFPGUIF$JUZPG/FX:PSLw*UT
goal was to not just raise money to aid the needy
in their city, but to also provide adequate training
PGJUTNFNCFSTUPGBDJMJUBUFTPDJBMDIBOHF5PEBZ 
XFBMMLOPXUIJTJOTUJUVUJPOBTćF"TTPDJBUJPOPG
Junior Leagues, International.
.BSZ ,JOHTCVSZ 4JNLIPWJUDI  VQPO UIF UI
anniversary of the New York Junior League
SFNBSLFE iyXFNFUBU.BSZ)BSSJNBOhTIPNF
and cooked up together the plan to develop girls'
interest and helpfulness in the growing work in
UIF4FUUMFNFOUTćJTXBTBQFSJPEXIFOJUXBTOPU

+VOJPS-FBHVF*OIFSBVUPCJPHSBQIZ ćJTJT
.Z4UPSZ .ST3PPTFWFMUXSPUF *IBEHSPXOVQ
considerably during the past year and had come
to the conclusion that I would not spend another
year just doing the social rounds . . . I began to
work in the Junior League. It was in its early
stages. Mary Harriman…was the moving spirit.
ćFSFXBTOPDMVCIPVTFXFXFSFKVTUBHSPVQPG
girls anxious to do something helpful in the city in
XIJDIXFMJWFE&MFBOPS OJFDFPG1SFTJEFOU5FEEZ
Roosevelt and future wife of distant relative and
GVUVSF641SFTJEFOU 'SBOLMJO%FMBOP3PPTFWFMU 
XBT B NFNCFS PG UIF  %FCVUBOUF $MBTT
PG /FX :PSL $JUZ 4IF WPMVOUFFSFE BT B TPDJBM
worker at the Rivington Street Settlement House,
working with the settlement children by teaching
calisthenics and dancing.
In just a few years, twenty-two Junior League
volunteers were teaching art, calisthenics,

www.jlpb.org
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dancing, and singing to children in the
settlements. Within a few years their efforts
expanded to other settlement houses including
(SFFOXJDIBOE)BSUMFZ)PVTF
1SFTJEFOU'SBOLMJO%FMBOP3PPTFWFMUSFNJOJTDFE
that when he first began to court Eleanor, she
surprised him with an invitation to visit the
settlement house where she worked as a Junior
-FBHVFWPMVOUFFS4IFTIPXFEZPVOH'SBOLMJOB
side of New York he had never seen before, and
he credited Eleanor's activism as the inspiration
that awakened his social consciousness and led
to their lifelong partnership and commitment to
social change.
#Z   BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  -FBHVFT CBOEFE
together to form the Association of Junior
Leagues of America to provide support to one
another. With the creation of the Association,
Mary insisted that although it was important
for all Leagues to learn from one another and
share best practices, each League was ultimately
beholden to their respective community and
should thus function to serve that community’s
needs.
*O   UIFO 1SFTJEFOU 'SBOLMJO % 3PPTFWFMU
appointed Mary Harriman to chair the
$POTVNFS "EWJTPSZ #PBSE $"#  PG UIF

%*%
:06
,/08

4)&4)08&%:06/(
'3"/,-*/"4*%&0'/&8
:03,)&)"%/&7&34&&/
#&'03& "/%)&$3&%*5&%
&-&"/03h4"$5*7*4."4
5)&*/41*3"5*0/5)"5
"8",&/&%)*440$*"-
$0/4$*064/&44
/BUJPOBM 3FDPWFSZ "ENJOJTUSBUJPO /3" 
the first government consumer rights group.
%FTQJUF IFS JOFYQFSJFODF  .BSZhT XPSL XJUI
farming cooperatives and belief in the power of
cooperation would come to be one her greatest
assets. Mary would promote the formation of
consumer groups across the nation, but her work
BTDIBJSPGUIF$"#XBTTIPSUMJWFEBT.BSZEJFE
JO4IFMFęCFIJOEBDPOUJOVFEMFHBDZGPS
reform, as she’d encouraged her brother to leave
his finance career and move into politics. Her
greatest achievement, it can be argued, though,
was her vision that woman held the potential to
impart great social change and betterment, if
given the opportunity and training. Her creation
of the Junior League insures that her vision lives
POJOFBDIPGVT BTi+VOJPS-FBHVFSTw

5)&'0--08*/(
3&."3,"#-&
80.&/8&3&
.&.#&340'5)&
+6/*03-&"(6&

JULIA CHILD — RENOWN CHEF AND AUTHOR
BETTY FORD — FORMER FIRST LADY
PAM BONDI — CURRENT ATTORNEY GENERAL OF FLORIDA
GLENDA HOOD — FIRST FEMALE MAYOR OF ORLANDO, FL
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ADVOCACY
46$$&44 $"/ #& .&"463&%  41"$
$0/'&3&/$& 5"--")"44&& 'ćFXPSEPOUIFTUSFFUTPG5BMMBIBTTFFćF+VOJPS
Leaguers are in town...receiving much more
BUUFOUJPOUIBOUP DPXCPZIBUTSPBNJOHUIF
IJMMGPS#FFG *OD+BOVBSZUIBOEUI PVS1BMN
#FBDIFT "EWPDBDZ $PNNJUUFF GPS UIF BOOVBM
BOEĕOBM4UBUF1VCMJD"ČBJST$PNNJUUFF'PSVN
JO 5BMMBIBTTFF  ćF QPJOU XBT UP EJTTFNJOBUF
information on our chosen platform, and
advocate the specific bills aligning with the causes
we took the entire year to research and vote in.
Historically JL has thrown the book at the law
makers about the lack of attention to children,
those particularly who are of booster-seat age,
SPVHIMZ XFJHIJOH SPVHIMZ  MCT PS MFTT  "ęFS
 ZFBST CFBUJOH ĘPPST PG PVS DBQJUPM  FWFO
XJUI B CBDLJOH PG %JTOFZ BOE NBKPS JOTVSBODF
companies, it was officially scraped to the side of
our plate to make more room for 3 new pressing
issues. Why in the world would a Junior Leaguer
ever give up, you ask? We certainly did not.
 ćF TPDJBM JNQBDU BOE CV[[ DSFBUFE BSPVOE
the lack of legislation for booster seat protection
will forever live, at least until some legislation has
QBTTFE'PSFYBNQMF 3FQSFTFOUBUJWF*SW4MPTCVSH
%JTUSJDU   TBJE JU CFTU JO IJT SFDFOU BSUJDMF JO
UIF 4VOTFOUJOFM 'PS BHFT     PG NPUPS
vehicles crashes are the leading cause of death
for children who were unrestrained. A child does
not have a choice to protect themselves once in a
WFIJDMF"TBQFSTPOBMXJUOFTTUPUIFJOJUJBUJWF 
JU JT TUJMM UIFSF IBVOUJOH FBDI MFHJTMBUPS  ćFTF
legislators receive horrific emails and phone calls
GSPN4UBUF5SPPQFST BOEPUIFSDPODFSOFEWPUFST 
detailing a recent incident resulting in yet another
tragic death of a child who needlessly died.
As you well know we stomped the grounds
of capitol to raise awareness on the constant
problematic aging-out of foster care, the
elimination of food deserts by offering fresh food
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retail options, and encourage new procedures
for girls trapped in sexual human trafficking.
Meetings with our local legislators consisted of 5
minute increments to not only bring awareness,
but offer real examples through our work in
UIF DPNNVOJUZ UISPVHI 7JUB /PWB  (BQ  /FMMF
4NJUI  FUD  ćSPVHI UIF 41"$ DPDLUBJM QBSUZ
and individual meetings, we met with over
 MFHJTMBUPSTy*ODMVEJOH 3FQSFTFOUBUJWF +FČ
$MFNFOT  4FOBUPS &MMZO #PHEBOPČ  4FOBUPS
Lizbeth Benacquisto, Senator Maria Sachs,
Representative Mark Pafford, Representative
Pat Rooney, Representative Lori Berman, and
Representative Irv Slosburg.
0VS JOGPSNBUJPO  POQPJOU BOE XFMM SFDFJWFE 
was backed by other individual initiatives such as
4FOBUPS #FOBDRVJTUPT )VNBO 5SBďDLJOH FČPSUT
UISPVHI 4FOBUF #JMM   0VS USJQ FOEFE PO B
TBGFUSJQCBDLUP1BMN#FBDI$PVOUZ BOEXFEJE
JUBMMJOKVTUIPVST8FFODPVSBHFBMMNFNCFST
to keep track of our supported bills throughout
the process.
)VNBO5SBďDLJOH4BGF)BSCPS4FOBUF#JMM
)PVTF#JMM
'PTUFS$BSF"HFPVU*OEFQFOEFOU-JWJOH4FOBUF
#JMM)PVTFCJMM
'PPEEFTFSUT4FOBUF#JMM
As members, we will all benefit as we see these
legislative changes positively influence a greater
future for the women and children we serve in the
DPNNVOJUZćBOLZPVGPSBMMZPVSTVQQPSU

Advocacy Committee with Rep. Pafford

EYE & EAR ALERT
%JEZPVLOPXUIBUUIF&ZF&BS"MFSUQSPHSBN
was founded by the Junior League of the Palm
#FBDIFTJO ćJTQSPHSBNIBTCFFOHPJOH
TUSPOH GPS PWFS  ZFBST OPX  8IZ   #FDBVTF
our community knows there is a need for this
program and they are grateful to us for helping
identify problems related to vision and hearing
JOQSFTDIPPMFST$BOZPVJNBHJOFUIFTFQSFDJPVT
little ones struggling to see the board at school or
not being able to hear clearly? It is affecting their
learning, their health and their future. And the
little darlings don’t even know it.
ćF "NFSJDBO "DBEFNZ PG 0QIUIBMNPMPHZ
TBZT  i(PPE WJTJPO JT LFZ UP B DIJMET QIZTJDBM
development, success in school and overall wellbeing…. If a young child’s eyes cannot send
clear images to the brain, his or her vision may
become limited in ways that cannot be corrected
later in life. But if problems are detected early,
JU JT VTVBMMZ QPTTJCMF UP USFBU UIFN FČFDUJWFMZw
"NFSJDBO "DBEFNZ PG 0QIUIBMNPMPHZ IUUQ
www.geteyesmart.org/eyesmart/living/childrenFZFTDSFFOJOHDGN
Let’s help the children in our community!
Please join us at one of our upcoming screenings.
:06 DBO DIBOHF UIF MJGF PG B DIJME   8F
NFFU 5VFTEBZ NPSOJOHT BU BN BU .FNPSJBM
1SFTCZUFSJBO $IVSDI JO 8FTU 1BMN #FBDI  0VS
TIJęTBSFGSPNBNUPQN8FIBWFBHSFBUUJNF
while doing amazing work! We would absolutely
love for you to join us. You do not need to have
QSJPS FYQFSJFODF BOE XF IBWF '3&& DIJMEDBSF
Just sign up online!

VITA NOVA
 JT PČ UP B HSFBU TUBSU ćF ĕSTU  BęFS 
meeting of the year was a success; the topic of
the evening was resume writing and we were
able to provide helpful tips to the residents who
are starting to develop a resume for future job
opportunities. After a brief lecture on resume
writing techniques, the residents broke into
groups where they worked one on one with
junior league members to write their resumes’. In
addition to the 5 after 5 meeting, the Vita Nova
committee hosted an evening of fun at the South
'MPSJEB'BJS8FIBEBSFDPSEOVNCFSPGSFTJEFOUT
QBSUJDJQBUFJOUIFFWFOJOHćFSFTJEFOUTXFSFBCMF
to enjoy the fair and ride some rides with Junior
-FBHVF NFNCFST ćF FWFOJOH FOEFE XJUI B CJU
to eat of that delicious fried fair food, it was a fun
event which the residents thoroughly enjoyed
spending with the Junior League members. With
the first month behind us, we look forward to an
exciting spring with the Vita Nova residents; we
plan on taking the residents to a sporting event.
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HOLIDAY LUNCHEON
4BUVSEBZ %FDFNCFS    UIF 4QFDJBM &WFOUT
$PNNJUUFF "OHFMB $VMWFZIPVTF $IBJS  .PMMZ
4USJOHFS $IBJS  +BNJF (P[[P  +FOOJGFS -B[[BSB 
"VESFZ 4VUUPO BOE $ISJTUJOB 6SFOB  PG UIF
Junior League of the Palm Beaches held their
BOOVBM )PMJEBZ -VODIFPO " QSJWBUF DMVC  ćF
3JU[$BSMUPO(PMG$MVC4QBJO+VQJUFS 'MPSJEB
was the beautiful and festive location thanks to
"$3&&"440$*"5&4 PVSDMVCTQPOTPSćF
Junior League of the Palm Beaches is extremely
grateful to our sponsors that helped us put on this
event, 464"/-&& and ,"5)3:/7&$&--*0
(PME 4QPOTPST  36%0-1)  "440$*"5&4 
.&%*$"-$&/5&30'5)&1"-.#&"$)&4
4JMWFS 4QPOTPST  BOE +0"//& 453*/(&3 
%3 $)3*45*/" 63&/"  :6..* :0(*/* 
/&156/& 3&4&"3$)  1"-. #&"$)
.&%*$"- and
461&3*03 7*356"-
4&37*$&4 1BUSPO4QPOTPST ćFFOUFSUBJONFOU
was provided by 1"-. #&"$) "5-"/5*$
6/*7&34*5:
13&1"3"503:
%"/$&
%&1"35.&/5 under the direction of EILEEN
)&#30/  4OPXĘBLF  $IJOFTF UFB  BOE TVHBS
plum fairy dancers performed three different
scenes from the Nutcracker. Additionally, they
were very enthusiastic sellers of our raffle tickets.
We came to the conclusion at the end of the day
that kids are much better at selling raffle tickets
UIBO BEVMUT ćF EBZ XBT ĕMMFE XJUI BNB[JOH
weather, a delicious three course meal and some
fabulous shopping from our twelve spectacular
vendors. Sustainers and provisionals as well as
actives enjoyed the prizes of over twenty raffle
items including jewelry, purses, spa experiences,
and even a huge basket of coffee items. We came
to the conclusion that the executive board table
had a lucky Buddha underneath since they took
IPNFBSPVOEIBMGPGUIFSBĒFJUFNTćFDMVCXBT
beautifully decorated for the holiday season and
NBOZ QFPQMF QVSDIBTFE MBTU NJOVUF $ISJTUNBT
presents whether for someone else or themselves.
ćFTPMEPVUFWFOUCSPVHIUPVUUIFIPMJEBZTQJSJU
in everyone.
UNDERCURRENTS

Q&A with Sophie Skover
author of The Continuous Appetite
Have you ever found yourself eating and eating and eating and, even though
you know that you won’t be happy with this choice later, you’re unable to
stop? After the eating has ended, it’s as if a wave of self-hatred hits you in
the face and begins to drown you. Rather than continuing to let this wave
hit you in the face, Sophie has written a book that will teach you how to surf
your way out of overeating.
Eleven years ago, Sophie Skover, once found herself living in this destructive
eating pattern, and said if I ever get out of here I will write a book that will
IFMQPUIFSTEPUIFTBNFćBUUJNFIBTDPNFBOE4PQIJFIBTSFMFBTFEIFS
ĕSTUCPPL ćF$POUJOVPVT"QQFUJUF 6OEFSTUBOEJOH:PVS$SBWJOHT &OEJOH
:PVS0WFSFBUJOH
8)0*4401)*&4,07&3 
Sophie is an author, holistic life coach, and inspirational speaker, who works
to help others experience harmony in their lives. She became passionate about
UIJTMJGFDIBOHJOHQBUIBęFSTIFIFBMFEGSPNCVMJNJBBOEMPTUTFWFOUZĕWF
QPVOETUISPVHIUIFQSPDFTT*O 4PQIJFTUBSUFEIFSPXODPNQBOZ -44
)BSNPOZ-JGF$PBDIJOH UPIFMQQFPQMFXIPBSFTUSVHHMJOHXJUIMJGFUPĕOE
GSFFEPN4IFBMTPEFWFMPQFEUIJTQSPHSBNDBMMFEćF$POUJOVPVT"QQFUJUF
to help people discover the meaning underneath their cravings and practice
different techniques that result in the end to emotional overeating, which
she has now turned into a book.
)08%0&45)&$0/5*/6064"11&5*5&4501:06
'30.07&3&"5*/(
ćF$POUJOVPVT"QQFUJUFUBLFTZPVBOJOUFSBDUJWFKPVSOFZPGZPVSIPMJTUJDTFMG
your body, emotions, mind and spirit, and brings awareness to help you recognize
what is happening within those parts of you, long before a craving is present. As
you gain awareness, by practicing different techniques, your destructive eating
habits are transformed and you’re able to positively respond to your life, instead
of compulsively acting on your cravings.
8)"58*--*(&5'30.3&"%*/(5)&$0/5*/6064"11&5*5& 
5BLFUIJTBOBMPHZćFPDFBOSFQSFTFOUTZPVSMJGFBOEUIFXBWFTBSFUIFDPOTUBOU
DIBOHFTUIBUMJGFPČFSTćFTVSGFSJTZPV BOEUIFTVSċPBSEJTUIFTVNPGUPPMT
ZPV XJMM DPMMFDU UISPVHI SFBEJOH ćF $POUJOVPVT "QQFUJUF ćF ĕSTU BXBSFOFTT
is that food is not the problem. Instead, food is the foam from a wave—simply a
EJTUSBDUJPOćFOFYUBXBSFOFTTJTUPVOEFSTUBOEIPXBMMUIFXBWFTPGMJGFBČFDU
ZPV BOEUIFOMFBSOUPEFBMXJUIUIFNEJČFSFOUMZćFĕOBMBXBSFOFTTJTVTJOHUIF
UPPMTJOćF$POUJOVPVT"QQFUJUFUPHFUVQPOZPVSCPBSEBOETVSGUIFXBWFTPG
life.
8)&3&$"/*(&5*5 
It is now available online at many retailers including Amazon and Barnes and
Noble. But look out, Sophie will be doing lectures and Meet the Author Book
4JHOJOHTBUTVSSPVOEJOHCPPLTUPSFTJO1BMN#FBDI$PVOUZ

AUTHOR SOPHIE SKOVER

AGENDA

MEMBERS

mark your calendars...
Plant seeds for a happy Spring. Mark your calendars with the

           
opportunities like the following:

April
4/03

Provisional Member Meeting at JLPB Headquarters

4/07

PASSOVER BEGINS

4/08

HAPPY EASTER

4/11

Education & Training



   !" # 

4/17

General Membership Meeting at Bear Lakes Country Club

4/22

EARTH DAY

4/25

Education & Training

4/27

Secondhand Sunshine Fine Spring Sale

4/29

Kids in the Kitchen with JLPB

May
5/01

Provisional Member Meeting at JLPB Headquarters

5/02

Education & Training

5/03

Leadership Training - Teamwork and Collaboration

5/05

CINCO DE MAYO

5/13

HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY

5/28

MEMORIAL DAY

TBD

May Dinner

June
6/17

HAPPY FATHER'S DAY
HAPPY SUMMER VACATION!

62

UNDERCURRENTS

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

MEMBERS

)&*%*
."$,&:
My name is Heidi Mackey and I have been a member of the Junior League
of the Palm Beaches since 2010. This year I am co-chairing the Eye & Ear
Committee with Jen Bell. I received a B.A in Spanish and Education from
Ohio Wesleyan University and an M.A in Spanish from Middlebury College.
I relocated to the area 2 and ½ years ago with my husband and two children.
When I am not volunteering with the league or my children’s school or
chauffeuring my kids around, my top ten MUST HAVES are:



MY FAMILY AND
FRIENDS



6



CUCUMBER SALAD
FROM TOO BIZARRE

64

UNDERCURRENTS

5



JACK ROGERS
SANDALS

SHOOTING
SPORTING
CLAYS

MY YELLOW
LAB MURPHY

SUNSCREEN
AND A HAT

KATYDID DESIGNS
JL T-SHIRTS WITH
MATCHING BELTS

TAZO
AWAKE
TEA

3 


GREEN AND
BLACK'S
ORGANIC MILK
CHOCOLATE

PEOPLE
MAGAZINE



JL PBJ L
JL
PB PB
JL PBJ L
JL
PB PB
JL PB J L
buy your copies of
the exclusive jlpb
cookbooks today!

DPMVNCJBESJWF CVJMEJOHG
XFTUQBMNCFBDI Ę

www.jlpb.org

The Law Offices of
John T. Christiansen, PL
1555 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd., Suite 1010
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
(561) 689-1888

Eddie Stephens

John T. Christiansen

Tania Sigman

The Law Offices of John T. Christiansen, P.L. is a
practice concentrating on marital and family law. With
more than 40 years of experience, Mr. Christiansen
works daily to diligently and efficiently manage clients’
domestic, marital and family issues.

www.JohnChristiansenLaw.com

